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Abstract: Regulation (EU) No. 1259/2010 of 20 December 2010, often referred to in the political and scholarly debate as the «Rome III» Regulation, lays down uniform conflict-of-laws rules on divorce and legal separation. It represents the outcome of the first «enhanced cooperation» in the history of the European Union and will apply in fourteen Member States from 21 June 2012. After tracing the path that led to its adoption, the paper highlights the general features of the new piece of legislation. It goes on to
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examine the different provisions of the new instrument, starting from those defining its scope of application. The rules allowing the spouses to agree on the law applicable to divorce and legal separation, one of the salient features of the new instrument, and the rules applicable in the absence of choice, are then illustrated and commented. The article further examines the limitations affecting the functioning of these rules due to substantive reasons, thus reflecting the significant differences existing in the area of family law between national legal systems. Finally, the paper provides a critical assessment of the new piece of legislation. On one side, while conceding that «differentiated integration» poses a threat to the unity and the internal consistency of the body of rules governing judicial cooperation in Europe, it submits that such threat may be countered to some extent through existing institutional devices designed to enhance the «quality» of the application of European Union law, such as the competence of the Court of Justice to decide references for preliminary rulings, or the work that might be done by the Judicial Network in Civil and Commercial Matters to promote a «culture» of cooperation among Member States. On the other side, it observes that, regrettably, some of the technical solutions adopted by the drafters of the Regulation are not entirely convincing and that the possibility should be considered, in due course, of amending the relevant provisions in light of the practical experience that will be developed over the next few years within the participating Member States.
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I. The path to Regulation No. 1259/2010, from the Green Paper to enhanced cooperation

1. Regulation (EU) No. 1259/2010 of 20 December 2010 lays down a comprehensive set of rules determining the law applicable to divorce and legal separation in situations featuring a foreign element. It will apply in full from 21 June 2012.

1 O.J. L 343 of 29 December 2010, p. 10 et seq.
2 See further infra, § 37.
The law applicable to divorce and legal separation…

The new instrument —often referred to as the «Rome III» Regulation, thus suggesting a close relationship with Regulation No. 593/2008 of 17 June 2008 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations («Rome I»)3 and Regulation No. 864/2007 of 11 July 2007 on the Law Applicable to Non-Contractual Obligations («Rome II»)4— represents the most recent addition to the body of rules enacted by the European Union in the field of «judicial cooperation in civil matters» (Article 81 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union; hereinafter, TFEU)5. It will operate alongside Regulation (EC) No. 2201/2003 of 27 November 2003 on Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Matrimonial Matters and in Matters of Parental Responsibility (hereinafter, the «Brussels II bis» Regulation)6, somehow complementing the latter’s provisions.

The unification of the rules on the law applicable to divorce and legal separation and the unification of the rules governing jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in this area pursue, in the end, a common goal, that of ensuring a high degree of legal certainty as regards transnational family relationships in Europe. As a matter of fact, the combined operation of Regulation No. 2201/2003 and Regulation No. 1259/2010 should allow the spouses to: (i) determine on objective grounds the Member State where divorce or separation proceedings may be instituted; (ii) identify in advance the substantive law governing the merits (and reasonably predict, on that basis, the outcome thereof); (iii) rely on a European-wide recognition of relevant decisions.

At the same time, the introduction of a unified conflict-of-laws regime for divorce and legal separation is designed to prevent the risk that the rules on jurisdiction of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation might de facto encourage an abusive recourse to «forum shopping», i.e. the practice whereby the party who institutes the proceedings chooses where to bring the action based on which court is likely to provide the most favourable judgment7. There are actually circumstances where Regulation No. 2201/2003 grants the spouses the option of bringing matrimonial proceedings in two or more Member States8. Moreover, Article 19 of the latter Regulation provides that, where proceedings relating to divorce or legal separation between the same parties are brought before courts of different Member States, the court second seized shall stay its proceedings until such time as the jurisdiction of the court first seized is established9. This may result in a «rush to the courthouse» by each spouse, with a view to pre-empting a «parallel» initiative on the part of the other. To the extent that uniform rules are resorted to in different Member States to decide conflict-of-laws issues, forum shopping is practically less «appealing»: instituting proceedings in one Member State instead of another becomes immaterial, at least in that respect10.

---

3 O.J. L 177 of 4 July 2008, p. 6 et seq.
4 O.J. L 199 of 31 July 2007, p. 40 et seq. As a matter of fact, like the Rome Convention of 19 June 1980 on the law applicable to contractual obligations, all three regulations lay down uniform conflict-of-laws provisions for European States. It is nevertheless worth mentioning that, contrary to the «Rome I» and «Rome II» regulations, where the reference to «Rome» is part of the formal denomination of the act, Regulation No. 1259/2010 is not officially regarded as being part of the «Rome» series of regulations. In light of this, the expression «Rome III» will not be used in this paper.
6 O.J. L 338 of 23 December 2003, p. 1 et seq.
7 See however A. BONOMI, «Il diritto applicabile alla separazione e al divorzio nella recente proposta di regolamento comunitario», in S. BARIATTI / C. RECI (eds.), Lo scioglimento del matrimonio nei regolamenti europei: da Bruxelles II a Roma III, Padova, Cedam, 2007, p. 92 et seq., emphasising that in the framework of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation, forum shopping responds, to a certain extent, to a substantive objective pursued by the European lawmakers, i.e. avoiding the risk that the significant differences between the Member States in the field of family law might represent an obstacle to divorce in transnational cases.
9 Cf. Recital 9 of the Regulation.
10 Of course, forum shopping may still be practically relevant as long as other differences exist as between Member States. These differences may relate both to the way in which proceedings are «managed» by national authorities (the procedural aspects of divorce and legal separation are governed by the law of the forum, and no harmonization exists at the European level; besides, the speed and the efficiency of these proceedings may vary considerably from one country to the other), and —to a certain extent— by the way in which divorce and legal separation are looked at by local substantive rules. As far as the latter aspect is concerned, it is worth considering that the functioning of unified conflict-of-laws rules, too, may be subject to limitations —under the public policy exception, for example— aimed at safeguarding certain substantive policies of the forum.
2. Despite the strong connection with the existing rules governing jurisdiction and the recognition of judgments in matrimonial matters, the path leading to Regulation No. 1259/2010 has proved to be a particularly difficult and long one\textsuperscript{11}. 

In July 2006, following the publication of a Green Paper\textsuperscript{12}, the Commission adopted a Proposal for a regulation aimed to amend the «Brussels II bis» Regulation as regards jurisdiction and to introduce uniform rules on the law applicable to divorce and legal separation\textsuperscript{13}. Unanimity was prescribed for the adoption of the proposed act. In 2008, after a heated debate within the European institutions and among scholars\textsuperscript{14}, the Council concluded that, due to the objections raised by some Member States\textsuperscript{15}, and notwithstanding the efforts of the Commission and the Presidencies to devise possible solutions, «insurmountable difficulties existed», making a decision requiring unanimity impossible to achieve, «now and in the foreseeable future»\textsuperscript{16}.

By acknowledging the impasse, the Council in fact paved the way to «enhanced cooperation», i.e. the special procedure whereby —as a last resort, when it is established that the objectives of cooperation «cannot be attained within a reasonable period by the Union as a whole»— a certain number of Member States (at least nine of them) may be authorised to make use of the institutions of the Union and exercise the non-exclusive competences thereof in order to adopt measures that will be binding only upon themselves, the remaining Member States being entitled to join in at any moment, if they wish (Article 20 of the Treaty on European Union; hereinafter, TEU).

In July 2010, by an unprecedented decision (enhanced cooperation had never been put in practice before), the Council authorised Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia and Spain (hereinafter, the participating States) to establish between themselves an enhanced cooperation in the area of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation\textsuperscript{17}. Five months later, the fourteen participating Member States implemented the Council’s authorisation by adopting Regulation No. 1259/2010\textsuperscript{18}.

II. Setting the context: the diversity of substantive and conflict-of-laws rules regarding divorce and legal separation in Europe

3. Family law deals with sensitive issues. The answers these issues are given on the substantive law level vary considerably from one country to the other, depending on a combination of social, political, historical and sometimes religious factors.

Sharp differences exist within the European Union, too. Some core values —including the right to marry and found a family (Article 12 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights

\textsuperscript{11} Regarding the initiatives that have eventually resulted in the adoption Regulation, see generally, and for further references, K. Boele-Woelki, «To Be, Or Not to Be: Enhanced Cooperation in International Divorce Law within the European Union», 


\textsuperscript{12} COM (2005) 82 final, of 14 March 2005.


\textsuperscript{15} Some Member States even questioned the competence of the European Union to legislate on the matter. A detailed account of the reasons behind the failure to reach unanimity on the Regulation is provided by N.A. Baarsma, «European Choice of Law on Divorce (Rome III): Where Did it Go Wrong?», \textit{Nederlands Interntaional Privaatrecht}, 2009, p. 9 et seq.

\textsuperscript{16} Council meeting held in Luxembourg on 5 and 6 June 2008; doc. 9985/08, available at \textit{http://register.consilium.europa.eu}.

\textsuperscript{17} Decision 2010/405/EU of 12 July 2010, O.J. L 189 of 22 July 2010, p. 12 et seq.
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and Fundamental Freedoms; hereinafter, ECHR; Article 9 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union; hereinafter, CFRUE) and the equality of the spouses— are common to all Member States. Yet, conflicting policies, such as the stability of family ties and the self-determination of the individual, are weighed one against the other in each country on the background of local traditions and prevailing social models, thus resulting in significant differences among national legislations.

This is particularly true for the rules relating to the breakdown of marriage. While respect for private and family life is guaranteed in all Member States under Article 8 of the ECHR and under Article 7 of the CFRUE, divorce law is traditionally regarded as an area in which European countries enjoy a wide margin of appreciation. In this respect, the European Court of Human Rights, after having conceded that «protection of private or family life may sometimes necessitate means whereby spouses can be relieved from the duty to live together», held in Johnston v. Ireland, back in 1986, that Article 8 of the ECHR cannot be regarded as implying an obligation on the part of contracting States to introduce measures permitting divorce and re-marriage.

Nowadays, divorce is allowed in all European countries. However, the rules establishing the possible grounds therefor (and other practically important aspects, such as prior separation requirements) tell of the different ways in which the institution is still dealt with across the continent. Some States, like Finland and Sweden, do not require the spouses to give any reasons for having their marriage dissolved, and more generally ignore separation as an independent legal institution. Others follow a definitely stricter standard. Under Maltese law, for example, where the institution of divorce has been ignored until very recently, the dissolution of marriage is allowed subject to a four-year separation, provided that «protection of private or family life may sometimes necessitate means whereby spouses can be relieved from the duty to live together», held in Johnston v. Ireland, back in 1986, that Article 8 of the ECHR cannot be regarded as implying an obligation on the part of contracting States to introduce measures permitting divorce and re-marriage.

The rules of private international law regarding family relationships display a similar lack of uniformity. While it is frequently acknowledged that openness and intercultural dialogue play an important role among the strategies aimed at addressing the issues posed by the increasing mobility of individuals, national legal systems retain different views as to the way in which a fair balance should be struck between the promotion of cultural diversity and the safeguard of local traditional values.

Besides, in coping with this tension, account must be taken of the fact that the actual enjoyment of the fundamental rights of the individuals in the field of family law, largely relies on the existence of appropriate private international law rules. Thus, to a certain extent, safeguarding the expectations of the concerned individuals, protecting the weaker party and preventing the risk that «limping» situations may arise in this area, do not only obey a logic of «convenience» but rather correspond to a goal that States are bound to pursue in order to fully conform with the relevant international (and constitutional) provisions on human rights.

As far as divorce and legal separation are concerned, a significant number of States, while displaying a relatively liberal attitude towards the recognition of foreign decrees, tend to avoid, or to reduce to a minimum, the application of a law other than their own.

19 See further infra, § 22.
In Europe, two opposed models may actually be detected as regards the applicability of foreign law in this field. In England, for example, divorce is subject, as a rule, to the lex fori, no matter whether the situation features a transnational element or is purely domestic in nature. Hence, instituting divorce proceedings in England automatically triggers the application of English law to the merits. A similar approach may be found, with some variations (and some exceptions), in Sweden, Finland, Ireland and Cyprus.

On the contrary, in other Member States, issues regarding the law applicable to divorce and legal separation are dealt with through bilateral conflict-of-laws rules, i.e. rules that, according to the circumstances, may designate a law other than the law of the forum.

Differences exist, however, among these Member States as regards the most appropriate connecting factor(s) to be used in this area. While many refer to the common nationality of the spouses as the primary factor for divorce and legal separation (Italy, Poland and Spain, for example, are among these countries), others prescribe, at least in the first place, the application of the law of the country where the spouses are domiciled or are habitually resident (Lithuania and Estonia). From a different perspective, the autonomy of the spouses as to the law applicable to their divorce or legal separation is allowed to play a role in some European countries (Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands), but none in the others.

In any case, the frequency with which divorce and legal separation are actually governed by a foreign law further depends on the availability, and the actual use, of devices —such as the public policy exception— capable of altering the operation of the provisions in question especially with a view to protecting the substantive policies of the forum.

In light of the foregoing, Regulation No. 1259/2010 may be regarded as an attempt to reconcile and renew the diverse traditions of the Member States as to the way divorce and legal separation should be dealt with when a foreign element is present.

III. Some general features of the conflict-of-laws rules laid down by the Regulation

6. Before we turn to examining the provisions laid down by the Regulation in some detail, a few general features of the new piece of legislation should be mentioned.

1. The Regulation is a piece of uniform law

7. The rules set forth in Regulation No. 1259/2010 are uniform rules. Uniformity should therefore be ensured in their application: uniform interpretation actually allows uniform rules to achieve their goals, while guaranteeing the equality of the rights and obligations arising therefrom for the individuals concerned.

The fact that the Regulation has been adopted in the framework of enhanced cooperation and that its rules do not bind the whole of the Member States, does not exclude that uniformity is needed in respect of the Regulation, and does not affect the means by which uniformity may be achieved. While it is true that under Article 20, paragraph 4, of the TEU, acts adopted in the framework of enhanced cooperation «shall not be regarded as part of the acquis which has to be accepted by candidate States for accession to the Union», the aim of enhanced cooperation is still to «further the objectives of the Union, protect its interests and reinforce its integration process» (Article 20, paragraph 1, second sentence).

The teaching of the Court of Justice of the European Union, as developed in respect of other normative instruments regarding judicial cooperation in civil matters (and in respect of the «conventional» predecessor thereof, the Brussels Convention of 27 September 1968 on Jurisdiction and the Recognition of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters), shall therefore be regarded as equally relevant for the purpose of the new piece of legislation. In particular, the legal expressions employed in Regulation

---

No. 1259/2010 should be treated as «autonomous» notions, and thus be interpreted independently from national legal systems.

In determining the scope and meaning of the said expressions, reference shall be made, as a rule, to the object and purpose of the Regulation and to the meaning ascribed to the corresponding expressions in other relevant instruments («inter-textual» interpretation)²⁶, be they rules belonging to the «secondary» legislation of the European Union (Regulation No. 2201/2003 shall be of particular importance in this respect)²⁷ or international conventions concluded by the Union itself (such as the Hague Protocol of 23 November 2007 on the Law Applicable to Maintenance Obligations; hereinafter, the Hague Protocol)²⁸.

8. In reality, Regulation No. 1259/2010 does not bring about complete uniformity within participating Member States as regards the rules governing conflict-of-laws issues in respect of divorce and legal separation. This lack of uniformity may be perceived from at least three different points of view.

In the first place, the Regulation does not (and actually could not, as we will see) prevent the participating Member States from applying, instead of the new rules, the rules provided for by the international conventions to which they were a party at the time when the Regulation was adopted (Article 19, paragraph 1)²⁹.

Secondly, the Regulation itself contemplates that some of its provisions may be supplemented by domestic rules. For example, under Article 7, paragraph 2, of the Regulation, the agreement of the spouses as to the law applicable to divorce and legal separation is subject to the additional formal requirements, if any, provided for by the law of the participating Member State where the spouses are habitually resident³⁰.

Thirdly, issues may arise in the application of the Regulation that are not (explicitly) dealt with by the latter. The situation, as we will see, may emerge for example whenever the public policy exception provided for by Article 12 of the Regulation prevents the application of the foreign law designated by the relevant conflict-of-laws provision, since the new piece of legislation does not specify which law should be applied instead³¹.

Generally speaking, whenever it appears that a gap in the uniform regime cannot be filled through interpretation or by analogy, i.e. from within the Regulation and/or European Union law at large, national courts should fall back on the law of the forum. They are allowed to do so as long as the domestic rules that are called upon to fill the gap do not compromise the «effet utile» of the Regulation, i.e. the latter’s ability to attain its objectives³².

2. The Regulation only addresses conflict-of-laws issues

9. The purpose of Regulation No. 1259/2010 is to determine how conflict-of-laws issues must be decided. The Regulation does not purport to do more than that.

As a matter of fact, things could hardly be otherwise. On one side, in view of the competences attributed to the European Union, no measure may at present be adopted at a European level introducing substantive rules governing family relationships. On the other side, since Regulation No. 1259/2010 is an act adopted in the framework of enhanced cooperation, the rules provided therein must «comply with the Treaties and Union law» (Article 326 of the TFEU). This implies, inter alia, that the operation of the

---

²⁶ Concerning inter-textual interpretation, see recently, within the case law of the Court of Justice, the judgment of 15 March 2011, Heiko Koelsch, case C-29/10, not yet published in the EC Reports, paragraph 33 et seq.

²⁷ See Recital 10.


²⁹ See further infra, § 41.

³⁰ See further infra, § 57.

³¹ See further infra, § 83.

3. The Regulation is only concerned with the dissolution or loosening of matrimonial ties

10. The breakdown of marriage affects a number of situations of either a personal or economic nature. Under the relevant substantive rules, divorce and legal separation generally have a bearing, _inter alia_, on the name of the spouses, their matrimonial property regime and the rights and duties relating to the person or the property of their children.

Regulation No. 1259/2010 does not purport to deal with these other matters: its scope is confined to the dissolution or loosening of matrimonial ties. Issues upon which divorce and legal separation may be premised, such as the existence of a valid marriage, and issues whose decision logically depends upon divorce or legal separation being granted, such as the right of one spouse to keep using the surname of the other after the dissolution of marriage, fall outside the scope of the new piece of legislation.

The decision not to extend the scope of the new rules so as to cover situations _connected_ to the dissolution or loosening of matrimonial ties is apparently grounded on practical considerations.

On one side, some of the issues at hand—namely maintenance and parental responsibility—are the object of uniform rules, _i.e._ the rules respectively set forth in the Hague Protocol, and the Hague Convention of 19 October 1996 on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Co-operation in Respect of Parental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection of Children, presently in force for the majority of the participating Member States.

On the other side, reaching a sufficiently wide consensus as to the possible design of rules regarding the remaining connected situations—presently governed by domestic rules or by international conventions in force for a minority of States—would have proved to be extremely difficult, both from a technical and a political point of view.

The question nevertheless remains as to whether, and how, a proper coordination may be ensured between the «core» issues of divorce and legal separation, and the «neighbouring» issues we have mentioned. Overlooking this need for «trans-sectorial» coordination may in fact result in a loss of legal certainty and bring about practical difficulties.

In its present stage of development, European private international law displays a significant degree of fragmentation and is far from being complete. The issue of coordination is therefore a particularly delicate one.

An «inter-textual» interpretation of the new rules may represent a solution to some of the said shortcomings. It should help avoiding, in particular, the risk that the scope of application of Regulation

---

33 By the way, Regulation No. 2201/2003, too, states in a way that its operation is unaffected by the rules on the law applicable to divorce and legal separation. While, generally speaking, the recognition of judgments relating to matrimonial matters does not depend on the law applied to the merits of the proceedings, as may be designated by the relevant conflict-of-laws provisions in force in the country of origin, Article 25 of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation is explicit in saying that recognition «may not be refused because the law of the Member State in which such recognition is sought would not allow divorce [or] legal separation … on the same facts».


35 See further _infra_, § 35 et seq.


4. The Regulation is based on bilateral conflict-of-laws rules

11. The methodological opposition we have mentioned before, between the approach based on the systematic application of the lex fori and the approach involving the use of bilateral conflict-of-laws rules, has been resolved, in the Regulation, in favour of the latter.

To understand the reasons behind this choice, both options should be briefly examined and compared, so as to assess their respective ability to: (i) safeguard the substantive policies of the forum in the field of divorce and legal separation; (ii) ensure an efficient administration of justice in transnational divorce cases; (iii) coordinate the substantive and procedural dimensions of divorce and legal separation; (iv) take properly account of the coexistence, within an area of supranational integration, of marked difference among national legislations as regards family law; (v) promote the mobility of individuals across borders.

12 (i) The lex fori approach clearly allows, by its very nature, a thorough respect of the substantive policies of the forum. This may be seen as particularly important in an area such as family law, where fundamental and deeply rooted values are often at stake and national legal systems—as we have seen—tend to retain a marked identity.

For their part, however, bilateral conflict-of-laws rules, while possibly pursuing a wider range of policies, are not incapable of safeguarding, at least to a certain extent, the substantive values of the forum.

Firstly, within a bilateral conflict-of-laws regime the relevant rules may be designed with a view to ensuring that the application of the lex fori represents the most frequent outcome of their application. Apparently, this is what happened with Regulation No. 1259/2010. By deciding that the habitual residence of the spouses should play a primary role as regards both the electio iuris of the spouses (Article 5) and the designation of the applicable law absent a choice of the parties (Article 8), the drafters of the Regulation had apparently this objective, among others, in mind. As a matter of fact, since the «Brussels II bis» Regulation largely relies on habitual residence as a head of jurisdiction\(^{42}\), the combined operation of the two instruments should, in a significant number of cases, result in the court of a participating

\(^{39}\) See infra, § 46.


\(^{41}\) Of course, the mere fact that habitual residence is employed by the different legal instruments at stake does not necessarily result in the same law being applied to the different situations they are respectively concerned with. Much depends, actually, on the design of the provisions in question, including, for example, the relevant moment under each provision for the purpose of determining habitual residence.

\(^{42}\) Under Article 3, paragraph 1, of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation, in matters relating to divorce and legal separation, jurisdiction shall lie, inter alia, with the courts of the Member Stat in whose territory the spouses are habitually resident, or the spouses were last habitually resident, insofar as one of them still resides there, or the respondent is habitually resident, or, in the event of a joint application, either of the spouses is habitually resident, or the applicant is habitually resident if he or she resided there for at least a year immediately before the application was made, or the applicant is habitually resident if he or she resided there for at least six months immediately before the application was made and is either a national of the Member State in question or, in the case of the United Kingdom and Ireland, has his or her 'domicile' there.
Member State being allowed to apply its own law as to the substance of the dispute. Regulation No. 1259/2010 further reinforces the chances of the lex fori being applied within divorce and legal separation proceedings by explicitly allowing the spouses to choose that law, and by envisaging the application of the law of the forum under the «objective» conflict-of-laws rule of Article 8.

Secondly, conflict-of-laws rules based on geographical connecting factors may embody (or be supplemented by) special devices designed to secure that a certain substantive outcome may be achieved under the law of the forum, whenever such result is precluded under the designated foreign law. Article 10 of Regulation No. 1259/2010, as we will see, employs precisely this technique, stating that, where the law applicable pursuant to Article 5 or Article 8 «makes no provision for divorce or does not grant one of the spouses equal access to divorce or legal separation on grounds of their sex», the lex fori shall apply.

Finally, the foreign law designated through bilateral conflict-of-laws rules shall not apply whenever such application would be incompatible with the public policy (ordre public) of the forum. Regulation No. 1259/2010 lays down a provision to this effect in Article 12. While it is generally accepted that recourse to public policy should be confined to exceptional situations, this device is clearly intended to safeguard the substantive policies of the participating Member States where divorce or legal separation proceedings take place.

13. (ii) Applying the law of the forum to divorce and legal separation is generally likely to accrue the speed of court proceedings and enhance the «quality» of the ensuing decisions, since the lex fori is, obviously, the law that the seized court is most familiar to.

These are indeed important goals, and deserve to be properly taken into account. According to a well-settled case law of the European Court of Human Rights, the fundamental procedural safeguards enshrined in Article 6 of the ECHR —i.e. the right to a fair hearing, and more particularly the right to obtain a decision on the merits within a reasonable time— should be understood as implying that «special diligence» is required «in cases relating to civil status and capacity»43, including divorce and legal separation.

In reality, the systematic application of the lex fori is not necessarily the only means by which respect for the obligation in question may be ensured. Bilateral conflict-of-laws rules, as we have seen, may be designed so as to favour the application of the law of the forum. In any case, while it is certainly true that the application of foreign law may result in lengthier proceedings, this does not necessarily imply a violation of the right to a fair (and swift) hearing: the reasons of the delay must be assessed in light of the peculiar feature of each case, and the conclusion may be reached that a longer time was reasonably necessary in the circumstances in order to meet the needs of justice44.

The argument regarding the «quality» of judgments based on foreign law cannot be overstated. Practical difficulties connected with the application of foreign law may of course arise in any field of private international law, and reasonably effective measures exist to cope with these difficulties. International cooperation, either through conventions (such as the London Convention of 7 June 1968 on Information on Foreign Law)45, or through the European Judicial Network in Civil and Commercial Matters46, may actually be of help.

43 European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 29 March 1989, Bock v. Germany, paragraph 49; judgment of 27 February 1992, Macariello v. Italy, paragraph 18; judgment of 18 February 1999, Laitino v. Italy. All texts may be retrieved through the Hudoc database at http://echr.coe.int.

44 Regarding the standards employed by the European Court of Human Rights to assess whether the right to a fair hearing has been violated, more particularly where the length of national proceedings is at stake, see generally, ex pluribus, C. Grabenwarter, «Fundamental Judicial and Procedural Rights», in D. Ehlers (ed.), European Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, Berlin, De Gruyter, 2007, p. 167 et seq.

45 European Convention on Information on Foreign Law of 7 June 1968. Under Article 1, paragraph 1, of the Convention, «[t]he Contracting Parties undertake to supply one another, in accordance with the provisions of the present Convention, with information on their law and procedure in civil and commercial fields as well as on their judicial organization». The text of the Convention may be found at http://www.conventions.coe.int. The Convention is currently in force for more than forty States, including nearly all the Member States of the European Union. One Member State —Spain— is also a party to the Inter-American Convention on proof of and information on foreign law, of 5 August 1979, in force for several Central and South American countries.

Rather, it must be conceded that the costs connected with the application of foreign law within court proceedings might sometimes prove to be considerable. Generally speaking it will be for the parties to bear those costs, and this might be regarded as particularly disgraceful in an area such as family law, where litigants are not always in a position to afford high costs. The (harmonized) rules governing legal aid in connection with transnational disputes in civil and commercial matters are only part of the answer to this problem\footnote{47  Directive 2003/8/EC of 27 January 2003 to improve access to justice in cross-border disputes by establishing minimum common rules relating to legal aid for such disputes; O.J. L 26 of 31 January 2003, p. 41 et seq.}

\textbf{14. (iii)} The designation of the \textit{lex fori} as the law applicable to divorce and legal separation results in the law of a single country being applicable to the merits of the dispute and to the procedural aspects thereof (the latter being always subject to the law of the forum: \textit{lex fori regit processum}). This coincidence may prove to be particularly convenient in this area of law, in view of the close relationship existing between the rules that address the substance of family relationships and the procedural tools by which those rules may actually take effect. Under the majority of legal systems, the dissolution or loosening of matrimonial ties \textit{necessarily} imply the intervention of a public authority, and the way in which this intervention takes place is determined by the seized authority’s procedural rules. Thus, procedural and substantial rules regarding matrimonial matters may somehow be looked at as two sides of the same coin.

The risk of a dissociation between the substantial and the procedural aspects of divorce or legal separation may \textit{de facto} be minimized by favouring, as we have already seen, the application of the law of the forum in a significant number of cases. Apart from this, whenever foreign law is applicable, experience shows that «adaptation» and «substitution» techniques, though sometimes difficult to implement, may significantly reduce the inconvenience of the described dissociation\footnote{48  Regarding these techniques, see, \textit{ex pluribus}, D. Bureau / H. Muir Watt, \textit{Droit international privé}, 2nd ed., Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 2010, p. 506 et seq.}.

\textbf{15. (iv)} Within an area of supranational integration like Europe, comprising national legal systems with sharply different legislations in the field of family law, some further arguments may be put forward in favour of bilateral conflict-of-laws rules.

While the \textit{lex fori} approach implies, by its nature, that only one point of view (the point of view of the forum) may be considered for the purpose of regulating matrimonial matters, the use of bilateral conflict-of-laws rules is premised on the assumption that different national points of view might deserve attention and that the option in favour of one of them, instead of any other, cannot be made once and forever, but rather depends on certain (pre-determined) features of the case at hand.

In a way, the approach based on bilateral conflict-of-laws rules builds upon some of the basic ideas that make integration possible, namely the principle whereby different legal systems (actually, those of the countries that take part to the integration process) should be put on an equal standing.

Of course, even within an area of supranational integration, a State’s «openness» towards foreign legal systems is not without limits. Yet, as we have seen, the relevant bilateral rules may be designed in such a way as to accommodate different needs, including the protection of the substantive policies of the forum.

\textbf{16. (v)} Trans-border mobility of persons, as we shall see in greater detail in the following paragraph, is strongly promoted in Europe. The use of bilateral conflict-of-laws provisions may help reducing the obstacles possibly affecting such mobility.
The interplay between rules on jurisdiction and rules dealing with conflict-of-laws issues plays an important part in this respect: the possibility of properly «managing» transnational situations may in fact depend, for the interested individuals, upon the design and coordination of those rules.

If all Member States were to subject matrimonial matters to the law of the forum, the issue of jurisdiction would become crucial in this area. Identifying the court possessing jurisdiction would in fact entail decisive, and almost inescapable, consequences on the conflict-of-laws plane, and hence on the substantive-law level. In a scenario like this, forum shopping would most likely be encouraged. Petitioners would seek to pre-determine the outcome of the proceedings by making use of the jurisdictional opportunities afforded by the relevant rules, so as to «move» litigation towards a more favourable forum. In the end, this might hinder the predictability of the court with jurisdiction and raise the costs of justice due to possibly parallel litigation.

Allowing domestic courts to apply foreign law in appropriate situations, might overcome some of these problems. The assumption, here, is that individuals would be less hesitant towards the prospect of crossing borders, if they knew that in the host country they would be granted access to local courts on objective and predictable grounds, and if they further knew that this would not necessarily result in the application of the substantive local rules as regards their family relationships.

In a way, mobility would be facilitated if the «original» personal status of the persons in question were allowed to «follow» the latter from one country to the other.

5. The Regulation aims at striking a fair balance between the goal of social integration and the idea that cultural identity of the individual should be preserved

17. The remarks made in the preceding paragraph show that, within an integrated supranational area, different (and possibly conflicting) policies might need to be accommodated, and that flexibility as to the law applicable to divorce and legal separation may represent an asset to that end. Two policies —both traditionally inherent to the private international law of personal status— play a central role as far as divorce and legal separation are concerned: promoting social integration and preserving the cultural identity of individuals.

18. The European Union has set itself the objective of creating and maintaining an «area of freedom, security and justice» without internal frontiers, in which the free movement of persons is ensured (Article 3 of the TEU). European citizens enjoy, as such, the right to move and reside freely within the territory of the Member States (Article 17, paragraph 2, lit. c, of the TFEU). Individuals possessing the nationality of a third country, as well as other persons (stateless persons, refugees etc.), may equally move, subject to certain conditions, from the territory of one Member State to the other for personal or economic reasons.

Fostering the integration of European citizens and other individuals within their host societies is one of the core concerns of the Union in this area, and private international law is one of the means by which the goal of integration may actually be pursued.

From a conflict-of-laws standpoint, the most direct means by which integration may be enhanced consists in using «habitual residence» as the (primary) connecting factor for determining the law applicable to the statut personnel of the concerned individual. The habitual residence of a person corresponds to the centre of this person’s interests. It is generally accepted that, under the relevant

---


51 See, inter alia, Court of First Instance, judgment of 25 October 2005, case T-298/02, Anna Herrero Romeu, EC Reports, 2005, p. II-4599 et seq., paragraph 51, stating that «[t]he place of habitual residence is that in which the official concerned has established, with the intention that it should be of a lasting character, the permanent or habitual centre of his interests»; the judgment further states that, for the purpose of determining habitual residence, «all the factual circumstances which constitute such residence and, in particular, the actual residence of the [individual] concerned must be taken into account». See further, as regards the intentional element of the notion at hand, Court of Justice, judgment of 25 February 1999, case C-90/97, Robin Pietro Franzina
rules of European Union law, an individual cannot possess more than one habitual residence at the same time52.

Habitual residence should be regarded as an «autonomous» notion of European Union law. It must be determined in concreto by looking at objective indicia denoting a certain degree of integration of the individual in a given country. While a case-by-case approach is needed, account should generally be taken of the family situation of the person in question, as well as of the length, the reasons and the degree of continuity of his or her residence on the territory of a certain country etc. The intentions of the concerned individual, as they objectively appear from the circumstances, shall also be relevant53.

By designating the law of the country where the person resides, conflict-of-laws rules actually guarantee that this person’s rights and obligations in family and personal matters are subject to the same regime as the rights and obligations of anybody else residing in the country, regardless of their nationality and other factors. This way, the moral and legal ties between the person in question and the local community become stronger, thus supporting the feeling that that person is part of the larger social structure.

Regulation No. 1259/2010 pursues the goal of integration by referring to the habitual residence of the spouses in different respects: within the rule whereby the spouses may agree on the law applicable to divorce and legal separation (article 5); within the rules relating to the substantial and formal validity of such agreement (Article 6 and 7); within the rule determining the law governing divorce and legal separation in the absence of choice (Article 8).

19. While pursuing the goal of integration, the fact cannot be ignored that individuals involved in cross-border mobility phenomena usually retain meaningful relationships with their social, cultural and religious communities of origin. These relationships nurture the intrinsic cultural diversity of Europe, a value that the Treaties and the CFREU strive to safeguard in different respects54.

Bilateral conflict-of-laws rules represent, by their very nature, a powerful tool for safeguarding diversity. Although an individual’s cultural identity represents the combination of a wide range of factors —such as language, religious beliefs, philosophical convictions etc.— the view is often expressed that the use of nationality as a connecting factor represents a suitable means by which cultural identity may be preserved on the private international law plane. This view assumes that nationality is generally capable of expressing a sense of «belonging» in respect of an individual, based on historical, ethnic and cultural ties55.

Submitting matters of personal status to the national law of the individual in question helps enhancing the «social visibility» of these ties may be enhanced: traditional values inherent to the individual’s culture of origin are allowed to keep governing his or her life during his or her stay in the host society.

---

52  See e.g. High Court of Justice, Family Division, 3 September 2007, Marinos v. Marinos, available through the database of the British and Irish Legal Information Institute, at http://www.bailii.org.
53  See supra, footnote 51.
54  Cf. Article 3, paragraph 3, of the TEU, whereby the Union «shall respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall ensure that Europe’s cultural heritage is safeguarded and enhanced», Article 167, paragraph 1, of the TFEU («The Union shall contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the Member States, while respecting their national and regional diversity and at the same time bringing the common cultural heritage to the fore»), and Article 22 of the Charter of fundamental rights of the European Union («The Union shall respect cultural, religious and linguistic diversity»).
Furthermore, as far as divorce and legal separation are concerned, the application of the national law of the spouse(s) may facilitate the recognition of divorce judgments in the country of origin of the individuals in question, namely in those countries (outside the European Union) where the recognition of foreign judgments depends, *inter alia*, on the judgment being rendered in accordance with the substantive law of the requested State.

Regulation No. 1259/2010 appears to be sensitive to the need for preserving cultural identity. The nationality of the spouses, as we will see, is relevant both in the framework of Article 5 on choice of law agreements, and in the framework of Article 8, on the law applicable failing a choice by the spouses.

Unsurprisingly, the Regulation avoids defining nationality for the purpose of its rules. As a matter of fact, it appears to be beyond dispute that nationality must be determined in accordance with the rules of the State that appear to be «willing» to grant such status to the individual in question. This implies that, in order to ascertain the nationality of a person for conflict-of-laws purposes, an inquiry may be needed based on the relevant provisions of more than one legal system.

### 20. A tension, of course, exists between the goal of social integration, on one side, and the idea that cultural identity should be preserved, on the other.

Regulation No. 1259/2010 strives to manage this tension in various ways. The key role played by party autonomy in this context may be explained, *inter alia*, as an attempt to mitigate that opposition: promoting party autonomy, and at the same time confining it to a limited range of options (including the law of the country of habitual residence and the law of nationality) may actually be seen as a means to determine, in light of the peculiar circumstances of each situation and from the standpoint of the spouses, whether the weight of integration factors is stronger than the weight of cultural factors, or *vice versa*.

Absent a choice by the parties, the dialectics between integration and cultural identity has been dealt with by the drafters of the Regulation through a *combination* of connecting factors, as opposed to a drastic and «final» choice in favour of either of the two «polarities». Article 8 lays down a «ladder» of connecting factors, where different policies appear to be taken into account following certain priorities. Integration is given primary importance, since the law applicable in the absence of choice is stated to be, in the first place, the law of the State where the spouses are habitually resident at the time the court is seized, or, failing that, the law of the State where the spouses were last habitually resident, provided that certain conditions are met. Yet, cultural identity, too, plays a role as connecting factor, since it comes into play whenever the preceding factors are unavailable in the circumstances.

### 6. The Regulation aims at making divorce and legal separation easier to obtain for both spouses on an equal footing

21. European Union law, as we have mentioned, does not (and cannot) regulate divorce and legal separation at the substantive-law level. This does not exclude that the rules of private international law enacted by the European Union in this field might reflect, *inter alia*, substantive policies.

The «Brussels II bis» Regulation, just like its «predecessors» (the Convention of 28 May 1998 on Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Matrimonial Matters, and the «Brussels II» Regulation of 29 May 2000), is designed to facilitate both the access to justice in matrimonial matters whenever a foreign element arises and the recognition of the ensuing judgments across Europe.

---

56 As regards matrimonial proceedings, judgments rendered in one Member State are recognized in the other Member States according to Article 22 of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation. The substantive law applied in the country of origin does not have, as such, any bearing on the recognition itself. The Regulation underlines this by stating, in Article 25, that «[t]he recognition of a judgment may not be refused because the law of the Member State in which such recognition is sought would not allow divorce, legal separation or marriage annulment on the same facts».

57 Regarding stateless persons and refugees, see infra § 50.

58 See further infra, § 59 et seq.


Favor divortii is likewise a guiding a principle of Regulation No. 1259/2010. The idea that the spouses should be allowed to divorce, albeit subject to substantive provisions that may vary considerably depending on the applicable law, is especially reflected in Article 10, whose purpose is to alter the functioning of the conflict-of-laws provisions laid down by the Regulation in the event that the law designated by the latter makes no provision for divorce.

22. From the standpoint of European Union law, the right to divorce should not only be guaranteed as such: divorce and legal separation should also be open to both spouses on an equal footing.

Discrimination in this field would actually be at odds with primary rules of European Union law, such as Article 21 of the CFREU, prohibiting discrimination on the ground, *inter alia*, of sex, racial or ethnic origin, and religious belief, and Article 19, paragraph 1, of the TFEU, whereby the Union is entitled to adopt measures aimed at combating discrimination.

It would be further at odds with the ECHR, which—pending the accession of the European Union—enshrine fundamental rights that already constitute general principles of European Union law (Article 6 of the TEU). In particular, under Article 1 of Protocol No. 12 to the Convention, «the enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status». Besides, and more specifically, Article 5 of Protocol No. 7, provides that «[s]pouses shall enjoy equality of rights and responsibilities of a private law character between them, and in their relations with their children, as to marriage, during marriage and in the event of its dissolution».

Regulation No. 1259/2010 aims at safeguarding the equality of the spouses in two respects: (i) on one side, it ensures that the design of the relevant conflict-of-laws provisions is not discriminatory *per se*; (ii) on the other side, it strives to avoid the risk that the application of the latter provisions might result in divorce or legal separation being subject to a substantive law placing granting one spouse a preeminent position.

23. (i) Privileging one spouse at the detriment of the other for the purpose of determining the law applicable to the dissolution of marriage (e.g. by providing that the nationality of the husband, not the nationality of the wife, shall be relevant), would represent a discrimination in itself, no matter whether in the circumstances the relevant conflict-of-laws provisions might result in the designation of a law being fully compliant, in its substantive content, with the principle of equality.

This appears to be a firmly established principle in contemporary private international law, at least as far as the Member States of the European Union are concerned. It is not surprising that Regulation No. 1259/2010 conforms to this principle. On one hand, the new piece of legislation grants spouses an equal standing with regard to agreements determining the law applicable to divorce and legal separation: the formal requirements provided for by the Regulation are meant to ensure that the agreements in question are the result of the converging free will of both spouses. On the other hand,
the Regulation employs objective connecting factors that do not result \textit{per se} in a privileged position of one spouse, but rather, whenever it is possible, in the designation of a country with which the matrimonial relationship —regarded objectively— is significantly connected, such as the country where both spouses habitually reside (or have last habitually resided) or the country of which both spouses are nationals (Article 8).

24. \textit{\textit{(ii)}} Non-discriminatory connecting factors may well designate a law whose substantive content is at odds with the principle of equality. This event is explicitly envisaged by Article 10 of Regulation No. 1259/2010. According to this rule, where the law applicable pursuant to the Regulation’s conflict-of-laws provisions «does not grant one of the spouses equal access to divorce or legal separation on grounds of their sex», the latter law shall be disregarded and «the law of the forum shall apply»\textsuperscript{65}.

The risk that the designated law might discriminate between the spouses on other grounds may be countered through the public policy exception provided for by Article 12 of the Regulation\textsuperscript{66}.

7. The Regulation has a «universal» character and excludes the relevance of the conflict-of-laws rules of the designated law

25. The new piece of legislation lays down «universal» rules. According to Article 4, the law designated pursuant to the Regulation «shall apply whether or not it is the law of a participating Member State». The \textit{erga omnes} approach followed by Regulation No. 1259/2010 is common to the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations\textsuperscript{67}, as well as to the Hague Protocol\textsuperscript{68} and to the acts currently under elaboration by the European Union laying down conflict-of-laws provisions\textsuperscript{69}.

The adoption of this approach allows participating Member States to convey within one legal instrument the whole of the rules that national authorities might need to resort to when dealing with conflict-of-laws issues in the area of divorce and legal separation, no matter whether the situation at stake is connected with countries bound by the same rules, or not.

26. Since the Regulation may designate the law of a State other than a participating Member State, the question arise as to whether the (possibly non-harmonized) conflict-of-laws rules in force in the State in question should be relevant, in the circumstances, to the determination of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation.

The question must be answered in the negative. Under Article 11, where Regulation No. 1259/2010 provides for the application of the law of a State, «it refers to the rules of law in force in that State other than its rules of private international law». Once the Regulation has designated the applicable law, no further inquiry shall be carried out to determine whether the designated law «wants» to apply in the circumstances, or whether, on the contrary, it designates through its own conflict-of-laws provisions the law of a different country, be it the law of the forum (\textit{renvoi au premier degré}, \textit{Rückverweisung}, \textit{rinvio indietro}) or the law of another State (\textit{renvoi au second degré}, \textit{Weiterverweisung}, \textit{rinvio oltre}).

The solution is in line with the corresponding provisions established in the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations, and in the legal instruments currently negotiated within the European institutions\textsuperscript{70}.

\textsuperscript{65} See \textit{infra}, § 73 \textit{et seq.}
\textsuperscript{66} See \textit{infra}, § 80 \textit{et seq.}
\textsuperscript{67} See Article 3 of Regulation No. 864/2007.
\textsuperscript{68} See Article 2 of the Hague Protocol.
\textsuperscript{69} See, \textit{e.g.}, Article 21 of the Proposal on Matrimonial Property Regimes.
IV. The scope of application of the Regulation

1. The notions of «divorce» and «legal separation»

27. Regulation No. 1259/2010 applies to «divorce and legal separation» (Article 1, paragraph 1). Failing an explicit definition, «divorce» and «legal separation» should be regarded as «autonomous» notions and understood as having the same meaning as the corresponding expressions employed in the «Brussels II bis» Regulation. They should thus cover all proceedings instituted before the authorities of a participating Member State with a view to dissolving or loosening matrimonial ties.

Under the «Brussels II bis» Regulation, proceedings in respect of divorce and legal separation belong to the wider notion of «matrimonial proceedings». The latter also includes proceedings for the annulment of marriage. Regulation No. 1259/2010 follows a different approach in this respect, explicitly excluding marriage annulment from its scope of application. The ensuing «asymmetry» between the two instruments appears to be justified71. For conflict-of-laws purposes, the annulment of marriage raises peculiar issues, closely connected to the validity of marriage, a matter explicitly excluded from the scope of application of the new text.

The Regulation shall apply irrespective of the nature of the court or tribunal seized72. The nature of the proceedings — e.g. whether they should be brought before a jurisdictional or an administrative authority73, or whether they feature a contentious or a non-contentious character — should likewise have no bearing on the applicability of the Regulation74.

28. For the purpose of ascertaining whether a situation falls within the material scope of application of the Regulation, the notion of «matrimonial ties» should be regarded — it is submitted — as an autonomous notion, too75.

In the framework of Regulation No. 2201/2003, too, the question is frequently asked whether «matrimony» should be given an independent, European meaning. Diverging views have been expressed in this respect, and the Court of Justice of the European Union has not provided yet a definitive clarification76. This is, by the way, a politically sensitive issue, since adopting a generous notion of matrimony would attract within the scope of judicial cooperation in civil matters, as it is governed by uniform rules, family models — such as same-sex marriages — whose recognition is far from being unanimous among Member States.

29. It is submitted that, as far as Regulation No. 1259/2010 is concerned, the notion of matrimonial ties should be given a broad meaning, covering any matrimonial relationships between two in-

---

72 See Recital 13 of Regulation No. 1259/2010.
73 Cf. Article 2 of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation, clarifying that for the purpose of that Regulation, «the term ‘court’ shall cover all the authorities in the Member States with jurisdiction in the matters falling within the scope of this Regulation», and «the term ‘judge’ shall mean the judge or an official having powers equivalent to those of a judge in the matters falling within the scope of the Regulations». The close relationship between Regulation No. 1259/2010 and Regulation No. 2201/2003 suggests that those definitions, failing any indication to the contrary, should be followed in the interpretation of both instruments.
74 Cf. P. Hamm, «Le nouveau règlement (UE) n° 1259/2010 du Conseil du 20 décembre 2010 mettant en œuvre une coopération renforcée dans le domaine de la loi applicable au divorce et à la séparation de corps», Revue critique de droit international privé, 2011, p. 291 et seq., paragraph 7: «[c]e qui compte est l’objet de la procédure, non ses modalités». The same author adds, however, that purely religious proceedings should be deemed to fall outside the scope of the Regulation, «car l’autorité n’intervient pas dans ce cas au nom de l’Etat membre participant, sauf à être instituée par lui» (ibidem). On the latter point, see also A.-L. Calvo Caravaca / J. Carrascosa Gómez (eds.), Derecho internacional privado, 12th ed., II, p. 189 et seq.
76 See, for further references, I. Ottaviano, «La prima cooperazione rafforzata dell’Unione europea: una disciplina comune in materia di legge applicabile alle separazioni e ai divorzi transnazionali», Diritto dell’Unione europea, 2011, p. 132 et seq.
individuals, irrespective of their sex. A «matrimonial» relationship should be understood as one implying a family tie featuring a *formal* and *stable* character: the relationship in question must be set up through a particular procedure governed by law (as opposed to the mere will of the individuals at stake resulting in a *de facto* relationship), and must be such that—for the sake of its stability—a somehow parallel procedure needs to be followed for the purpose of its dissolution. Where these requirements are met, the relationship in question should be deemed to be «matrimonial» for the purpose of the Regulation, no matter whether it might be regarded as invalid under the law of the forum (*e.g.* due to the spouses being individuals of the same sex).

In support of the latter view an argument may be drawn, *a contrario*, from Article 13 of the Regulation. The latter provision states that nothing in the Regulation «shall oblige the courts of a participating Member State whose law … does not deem the marriage in question valid for the purposes of divorce proceedings to pronounce a divorce by virtue of the application of this Regulation». This provision would be meaningless if national courts of participating Member States were entitled not to apply the Regulation whenever the *lex fori* regards the family relationship at stake as being invalid.

In the end, the proposed reading appears to be supported by *methodological* reasons (legal expressions used by uniform rules should be interpreted autonomously, in principle), *practical* reasons (the proposed view allows Member States that put homosexual and heterosexual marriage on an equal standing to cooperate between themselves under the legal instrument in question, thus corroborating the *effet utile* thereof), and *political* reasons (in light of the «safeguard» provided for by Article 13 of the Regulation, a broad understanding of the notion of matrimony does not imply that Member States who do not share such broad view in their national legal order should change their policies or reconsider their values).

30. Registered partnerships, no matter whether they involve individuals of an opposite sex or of the same sex, should be deemed to fall outside the notion of «matrimony».

Accordingly, the dissolution of partnerships does not correspond to «divorce» for the purpose of Regulation No. 1259/2010. While in some cases it may be difficult to distinguish a marital relationship from a registered partnership, the relevance of the distinction should be upheld. The Commission, by presenting two separate proposal involving property regimes—one in respect of «matrimonial property regimes», the other regarding the «property consequences of registered partnerships»—suggest that European institutions, as far as judicial cooperation in civil matters is concerned, are inclined not to treat the two situations entirely alike.

2. The transnational character of the situation

31. Article 1, paragraph 1, of the Regulation adds that the latter shall apply in «situations involving a conflict of laws». The expression—common to the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations—is meant to clarify that the new piece of legislation is exclusively concerned with situations featuring a foreign element: divorce and legal separation occurring within a purely domestic scenario will be in no way affected by the rules we are examining.

To make this clearer, Article 16 adds that participating Member States in which different systems of law or sets of rules apply to divorce and legal separation shall not be required to apply the Regulation to «conflicts of laws arising solely between such different systems of law or sets of rules».

32. Along with the «Rome I» and the «Rome II» Regulations, Regulation No. 1259/2010 does not state precisely upon which grounds a situation may be deemed to be transnational in nature, thus suggesting that any element, as long as it is likely *in abstracto* to play some role in the conflict-of-laws or substantive regulation of divorce or legal separation, might give the situation a transnational flavour.

---


78 An almost identical provision may found in Article 22, paragraph 2, of the «Rome I» Regulation and in Article 25, paragraph 2, of the «Rome II» Regulation.
Divorce and legal separation may possess a transnational character either due to the personal conditions of the spouses or to the objective features of their relationship. Thus, a divorce between a German wife and a Spanish husband is just as transnational as a divorce between a German wife and a German husband living in France.

In assessing whether a situation is transnational or domestic, the «point of view» from which the inquiry is carried out might in some cases be decisive. The legal separation of Austrian spouses having lived together in Austria is indeed a domestic legal separation when viewed from Austria. The answer would be different if, for some, the situation was looked at from the standpoint of another country.

33. It is not clear whether, for the purpose of Article 1 of the Regulation, the relevant foreign element must exist at the time when the breakdown of marriage occurs, or may equally have existed at any moment since the matrimonial relationship in question was constituted, i.e. between the celebration of marriage and the dissolution thereof.

In principle, the applicability of a normative instrument should be determined with reference to the moment in which an issue, possibly requiring the application of the instrument in question, arises: since Regulation No. 1259/2010 is only concerned with the dissolution or loosening of marriage, and not with marriage itself (i.e. the personal relationship between the spouses etc.), the relevant moment for the purpose of ascertaining «transnationality» should be the moment at which divorce or legal separation proceedings are instituted. On this assumption, the applicability of the Regulation should be excluded in a situation where the matrimonial relationship at stake, though initially transnational in nature, had since lost all of its foreign elements: one might think, for example, of divorce proceedings instituted in State X between spouses being both nationals of State X, who have resided in country Y for some time, but have returned to country X well before the proceedings in question commenced.

In reality, excluding the applicability of the Regulation to a situation like this might lead to unfortunate practical outcomes, in particular if, during their stay in country Y, the spouses had concluded an agreement under Article 5 of the Regulation prospectively submitting divorce to the law of State Y.

It is therefore submitted that, in order to safeguard the reasonable expectations of the parties, Article 1 of the Regulation should be interpreted as meaning that divorce or legal separation feature a transnational character whenever the matrimonial relationship they are meant to dissolve or loosen have, or have had, a genuine and substantial connection with more than one country. In the preceding example, the latter requirement should not be met if the only connections of the matrimonial relationship of the spouses with country Y were short, transitory and remote in time.

34. Since party autonomy plays an important role within Regulation No. 1259/2010, the question arises as to whether a situation, otherwise totally domestic, might be regarded as transnational only because the spouses have agreed, under Article 5, on the application of the law of a foreign country.

The issue echoes a problem that has been extensively dealt with by scholars in respect of the Rome Convention of 19 June 1980 on the law applicable to contractual obligations, and more recently in respect of the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations. As regards the latter instruments, the view of several authors is that the parties may indeed confer, through an electio iuris, a foreign character to their relationship. The risk that such opportunity may be exercised in an abusive way, so as to circumvent the application of provisions that would be otherwise applicable, is in fact countered by a provision explicitly addressing the issue of choice of law agreements made in respect of «internal» situations. Under Article 3, paragraph 3, of the «Rome I» Regulation (substantially reproducing Article 3, paragraph 3, of the Rome Convention), where all elements relevant to the situation at the time of the choice are located in a country other than the country whose law has been chosen, «the choice of the parties shall not prejudice the application of provisions of the law of that other country which cannot be derogated from by

---

agreement». As far as non-contractual obligations are concerned, the same rule is stated in Article 14, paragraph 2, of the «Rome II» Regulation.

Within Regulation No. 1259/2010, the problem arises under a different light. Contrary to the «Rome I» and the «Rome II» Regulations, where the parties are free to choose the law of any country, no matter whether a substantial connection exists between that country and the relationship at stake, the agreement of the spouses as to the law applicable to divorce and legal separation can only designate the law of a country with which the situation is genuinely connected: the law of the country where the spouses habitually reside, or have last habitually resided, the law of the country of which either of them is a national, or the lex fori (Article 5, paragraph 1). The restriction makes it de facto unnecessary to lay down a provision countering the risk of party autonomy being abusively exercised.

Situations where a foreign element existed at the time when the agreement was made, but has subsequently disappeared, should be treated in accordance with the solution envisaged in the preceding paragraph.

It is worth recalling, in any case, that pursuant to a well-established general principle of European Union law, supranational rules cannot be relied on for abusive or fraudulent ends\(^8\). Thus, if the spouses had fraudulently created a transnational matrimonial situation, with the sole purpose of taking advantage of the provisions of Regulation No. 1259/2010 (namely Article 5), the courts of a participating Member States should be entitled, without violating European Union law, to treat that situation as domestic and disregard the Regulation.

3. Matters excluded from the scope of application of the Regulation

35. Regulation No. 1259/2010 does not apply to the matters listed in Article 1, paragraph 2: matters relating to the legal capacity of natural persons, the existence, validity or recognition of marriage, its annulment, the name of the spouses, the property consequences of the marriage, parental responsibility, maintenance obligations, trusts or successions.

For the reasons we have seen\(^9\), the legal expressions used in this provision need to be interpreted autonomously. Terms employed in other supranational legal instruments in the field of judicial cooperation should be deemed to possess, for the purpose of Article 1, paragraph 2, of Regulation No. 1259/2010, the meaning they possess under such other instruments.

Thus, the words «maintenance obligations» should be understood as covering —consistently with Regulation (EC) No. 4/2009 of 18 December 2008 on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition and Enforcement of Decisions in Matters relating to Maintenance Obligations\(^10\), and with the former Article 5 point 2 of the «Brussels I» Regulation— obligations based on a family relationship aimed at the maintenance of the creditor and whose amount is determined on the ground of the economic conditions of the debtor and the needs of the creditor\(^11\). For similar reasons, «parental responsibility» should be interpreted as referring —in accordance with the «Brussels II bis» Regulation— to «all rights and duties relating to the person or the property of a child which are given to a natural or legal person by judgment, by operation of law or by an agreement having legal effect», including «rights of custody and rights of access»\(^12\). «Annulment of marriage», too, must be deemed to bear one and the same meaning under Regulation No. 1259/2010 and under Regulation No. 2201/2003.

The words «property consequences of the marriage» should similarly be considered as having, in principle, the same meaning as the expression «rights in property arising out of a matrimonial rela-

---

\(^8\) See, e.g., Court of Justice, judgment of 23 March 2000, Dionysios Diamantis, case C-373/97, EC Reports, 2000, p. I-1705 et seq., paragraph 33 et seq.

\(^9\) See supra, § 7.

\(^10\) O.J. L 7 of 10 January 2009, p. 1 et seq.


\(^12\) Article 2, paragraph 7, of Regulation No. 2201/2003.
The concept of «succession» should likewise correspond to the notion of «wills and successions» under Article 1, paragraph 2, lit. a, of Regulation No. 44/2001, and to the notion of «successions to the estates of deceased persons» in the coming regulation on this matter, currently negotiated within the European institutions. The word «trust» should presumably be construed having regard to the same sources, and to the exclusion provided for, inter alia, by Article 1, paragraph 3, lit. f, of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation.

Determining the meaning of the remaining expressions —«legal capacity of natural persons», «existence, validity or recognition of a marriage», «name of the spouses»— should only rarely give raise to particular difficulties, in spite of the absence of uniform rules providing (or suggesting) an autonomous definition.

36. Article 1, paragraph 2, specifies that the Regulation shall not apply to the aforementioned excluded matters «even if» an issue relating to such matters arises «merely as a preliminary question within the context of divorce or legal separation proceedings».

The Regulation evokes, here, a well-known topic of the theory of private international law. A «preliminary» or «incidental» question (Vorfrage, question préalable, questione preliminare), arises whenever the decision of a certain issue (the main question) logically requires another issue (the preliminary question) to be decided in the first place. When this happens, and the situation features a foreign element, one must wonder whether, and how, the way in which conflict-of-laws issues are dealt with in respect of the main question should somehow affect the way in which the corresponding issues must be addressed and decided as regards the preliminary question. Roughly stated, the problem is whether the preliminary question should be decided in accordance with the (substantive or the conflict-of-laws rules of the) law applied to the main question, or whether the two questions, notwithstanding their interplay in the case at hand, should be treated separately, as if they arose in two different contexts, thus possibly being governed by the law of different countries.

The Regulation, as we have said, does not purport to solve this problem. By mentioning the issue, it limits itself to recognizing its practical relevance in the area of divorce. As a matter of fact, divorce and legal separation proceedings frequently involve some (separate) questions to be decided at a (logically) preliminary stage.

In these circumstances, the way in which preliminary questions should be dealt with in the framework of divorce or legal separation proceedings must be deemed to be entirely left with the law (or the practice) of each participating Member State.

It is worth mentioning, however, that in one case, the way in which a preliminary question is decided has a direct bearing on the functioning of the Regulation: under Article 13, the courts of a participating Member State are not obliged to pronounce a divorce if the law of the forum deems the marriage in question invalid for the purpose of divorce.
4. The temporal scope of application of the Regulation

37. As regards the temporal scope of application of the Regulation, two concepts need to be distinguished at the outset: the date of entry into force, i.e. the moment in time at which a set of rules becomes binding as a normative act; and the date of application, i.e. the temporal element on the basis of which a given situation may be considered to be subject to the regime in question. Regulation No. 1259/2010 has entered into force on 30 December 2010, the day after its publication in the Official Journal (Article 21, first sentence). Its date of application, as we have already mentioned, is 21 June 2012 (safe for Article 17, applicable from 21 June 2011).

38. Article 18, paragraph 1, states that the Regulation «shall apply only to legal proceedings instituted and to agreements of the kind referred to in Article 5 concluded as from 21 June 2012», although «effect shall also be given to an agreement on the choice of the applicable law concluded before 21 June 2012, provided that it complies with Articles 6 and 7», regarding consent and validity.

Proceedings instituted before 21 June 2012 will remain, in principle, unaffected by the new piece of legislation. Yet, since the Regulation equally applies to «agreements … concluded as from 21 June 2012», the situation may arise where a choice of law is made after 21 June 2012 in respect of proceedings instituted prior to that date. The possibility of doing so, it is submitted, should be checked against the law of the forum, in accordance with Article 5, paragraph 3, of the Regulation, regarding agreements made during the course of proceedings.

The second sentence of Article 18, paragraph 1, aims apparently at encouraging the spouses to avail themselves of the autonomy granted by the Regulation. The provision in fact broadens the temporal scope of application of Article 5 by instructing courts of participating Member States to give effect to agreements that would otherwise fall outside the scope of application of the Regulation. Arguably, the extension has been made on the assumption that the spouses, in concluding the agreement at a time when the Regulation was not yet applicable, acted in view of proceedings that they expected might be instituted at a later stage, subsequent to the date of application of the new regime. The provision, in other words, is meant to protect the expectations of the parties based on the foreseeable applicability of Regulation No. 1259/2010. It should therefore be interpreted as covering agreements fully compliant with the Regulation —i.e. with Article 5, 6 and 7, not only with Article 6 and 7— concluded after the entry into force of the Regulation93, though prior to its date of application.

39. Pursuant to Article 18, paragraph 2, the Regulation «shall be without prejudice to agreements on the choice of applicable law concluded in accordance with the law of a participating Member State whose court is seized before 21 June 2012».

Apparently, this is nothing more that a clarification of what is already stated in paragraph 1. There is actually little doubt that, in proceedings commenced before 21 June 2012, the admissibility and the effects of a prior agreement as to the law applicable to divorce and legal separation must be verified on the basis of the conflict-of-laws rules of the forum, not with the Regulation94.

5. The irrelevance of nationality and habitual residence of the spouses

40. The Regulation is silent as to its personal scope of application. As a matter of fact, its applicability does not seem to depend on any personal condition relating to the spouses95. In the participating

---

92 Cf. on these notions the opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi delivered on 6 September 2011 in case C-412/10, Deo Antoine Homawoo, available at http://curia.europa.eu.

93 A different reading, concerning the latter aspect, would de facto result in the Regulation receiving a retroactive application.

94 One might wonder whether Article 18, paragraph 2, should be understood as meaning that it is for the conflict-of-laws rules of the forum, and not for the Regulation, to determine whether, and to what extent, the spouses may modify their agreement in the course of such proceedings.

Member States, Regulation No. 1259/2010 will thus apply to divorce and legal separation proceedings involving spouses of any nationality, no matter where they reside.

The solution is implicit in Article 4, stating the «universal» application of Regulation No. 1259/2010, and is common to the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations.

V. The relationship between the Regulation and existing international conventions

The actual applicability of Regulation No. 1259/2010, and the operation of its rules, may be affected by reason of the respect due to the international engagements, if any, taken by participating Member States prior to the adoption of the Regulation itself. Under Article 19, paragraph 1, the Regulation «shall not affect the application of international conventions to which one or more participating Member States are party at the time when this Regulation is adopted … and which lay down conflict-of-laws rules relating to divorce or separation». The solution adopted is in line, in its rationale, with the «general» safeguard clause provided for by Article 351 of the TFEU as regards rights and obligations arising from agreements concluded between one or more Member States, on the one hand, and one or more third countries, on the other, before European Union law came into effect for them.

The practical relevance of this provision in the field of divorce and legal separation is likely to be scarce: participating Member States have actually concluded a limited number of bilateral and multilateral conventions, addressing conflict-of-laws issues in family matters. Yet, the inclusion of this rule within the Regulation is hardly surprising, as similar provisions may be found in other instruments enacted by the European Union in the field of judicial cooperation in civil matters. Article 19 substantially corresponds, with some variations, to Article 25 of the «Rome I» Regulation and Article 28 of the «Rome II» Regulation.

Like the latter provisions, Article 19 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 clarifies that, in any case, the Regulation shall, as between participating Member States, take precedence over conventions concluded exclusively between two or more of them.

VI. The agreement of the spouses as to the law applicable to divorce and legal separation

The will of the spouses, as we have mentioned, has a primary role in Regulation No. 1259/2010. In determining the law applicable to divorce and legal separation, the first question to be answered is whether a valid agreement has been concluded in this respect. The «objective» connecting factors provided for by Article 8 may only come into play once it is established that no such agreement exists.

---


97 See, mutatis mutandis, P. Franzina, «Las relaciones entre el reglamento Roma I y los convenios internacionales sobre conflictos de leyes en materia contractual», CDT, 2009, especially p. 94 et seq.

98 For example, Article 19 of the Regulation should come into play whenever proceedings are instituted in France regarding the divorce of a Moroccan national. By a bilateral Convention on personal and family matters as well as judicial cooperation, made at Rabat on 10 August 1981, France and Morocco have agreed on uniform conflict-of-laws rules regarding inter alia divorce proceedings: Moroccan law will apply to the dissolution of marriage where the spouses are both Moroccans, while the divorce of a Franco-Moroccan couple shall be subject to the law of the country where the spouses are both domiciled, or were last both domiciled (Article 10 of the Convention). The text of the Convention may be retrieved through the Pacte database at http://www.doc.diplomatie.gouv.fr.

99 Article 19, Regulation No. 1259/2010, for example, shall not prevent Italian, Spanish and Portuguese courts from applying the second sentence of Article 1, paragraph 1, of the Munich Convention of 5 September 1980 on the Law Applicable to Surnames and Forenames (see supra, footnote 37). The Convention provides that the surnames and forenames of a person shall be governed by the law of the State of which he or she is a national, but it also adds that, for this purpose, the situations on which surnames and forenames depend — e.g. divorce and legal separation — shall be assessed in accordance with that law. See also infra, § 50, on the interplay between Regulation No. 1259/2010, on one side, and the Conventions of 1951 and 1954 on refugees and on the status of stateless persons, on the other.
Party autonomy law in respect of divorce and legal separation enjoys a limited recognition in the Member States’ systems of private international law. The majority of States adopting a bilateral approach in this area simply do not envisage the possibility of the spouses choosing the law applicable to the dissolution or loosening of matrimonial ties. Only Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands, as mentioned, allow the governing law to be identified in accordance with the spouses’ electio iuris, though limiting in several respects the autonomy of the parties.

Under Article 55, paragraph 2, of the Belgian Code of private international law of 2004, for example, the spouses may only designate Belgian law or the law of the State of which either of them is a national. What is more, an agreement as to the choice of law can only be made in the occasion of the spouses’ appearance in court.

In light of the foregoing, Article 5 of the Regulation represents a remarkable innovation for the vast majority of the participating Member States.

Spouses are allowed to choose among four options. They can designate the law of the State where they are habitually resident, the law of the State where they were last habitually resident, the law of the State of nationality of either of them, or the law of the forum. Besides, the choice may be made either before proceedings are instituted or in the course of the latter, provided that certain conditions are met\(^\text{100}\). Formal requirements are in principle rather liberal, although supplemental requirements may be imposed in some cases in accordance with the national law of a participating Member State\(^\text{101}\).

1. The reasons explaining the favour of the Regulation towards autonomy

43. Several reasons, it is submitted, explain the favourable attitude of the Regulation towards party autonomy\(^\text{102}\). These reasons relate inter alia to: (i) the substantive policies underlying the regulation of divorce and family relationships in Europe; (ii) the difficulties affecting the unification of conflict-of-laws rules in an area of private international law traditionally showing little or no uniformity, such as divorce and legal separation; (iii) the search for devices capable of avoiding some «technical» shortcomings of the connecting factors traditionally employed in this area\(^\text{103}\).

44. (i) Self-determination of the individual is today a key value as far as the substantive regulation of personal and family relationships is concerned. The respect due to private and family life under Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights implies, inter alia, the right of individuals to take by themselves the basic decisions affecting their life\(^\text{104}\). Legitimate restrictions may be imposed to such right with a view to safeguarding social and collective values, or with a view to protecting the individual concerned; yet, generally speaking, these restrictions are subject to strict limitations.

With the individual dimension of family law increasingly gaining importance, a trend arises from the standpoint of substantive law, favouring private contracting as a way of ordering family relationships, either at the moment in which these relationships are created or at the moment of their dissolution\(^\text{105}\).

This evolution significantly affects the way in which family relationships are treated from a private international law perspective.

\(^{100}\) See further infra, § 54.
\(^{101}\) See further infra, § 56 et seq.
\(^{102}\) See also on this subject A.-L. CALVO CARAVACA / J. CARRASCOSA GONZÁLEZ (eds.), Derecho internacional privado, 12ª ed., II, p. 208 et seq.
\(^{103}\) See on this subject, for further references, P. FRANZINA, «L’autonomia della volontà nel regolamento sui conflitti di leggi in materia di separazione e divorzio», RDI, 2011, p. 489 et seq.
\(^{104}\) Self-determination is actually protected, under Article 8 of the ECHR (although to a variable extent, depending on the situation), in respect of, inter alia, sexual life (see, e.g., European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 19 February 1997, Laskey, Jaggard and Brown v. the United Kingdom, paragraph 44), procreation (see, e.g., European Court of Human Rights, judgment of the Grand Chamber of 10 April 2007, Evans v. the United Kingdom, paragraph 71) and personal identity (European Court of Human Rights, judgment of the Grand Chamber of judgment of 11 July 2002, Christine Goodwin v. the United Kingdom, paragraph 90).
On one side, the trend towards «contractualization» of family law triggers a redefinition of public policy (ordre public) in this area: public policy in family matters is not only reducing itself to a smaller core of essential values, but is also undergoing a transformation that may be described as a gradual shift from an ordre public de direction, aiming primarily at the preservation of certain family models, to an ordre public de protection, focusing on the position of the individual and on the safeguard of his or her rights.106

On the other side, and somehow more drastically, the enhancement of the role of individual self-determination in substantive family law is the premise upon which an overall reconsideration of the traditional conflict-of-laws solutions in this area may progressively be built. The idea that the spouses should be entitled, under certain conditions, to choose the law governing their relationship, or at least the breakdown thereof, represents the most salient outcome of this reconsideration.

45. (ii) Recognizing the freedom of the spouses as regards the law applicable to divorce and legal separation may be regarded, as we have noticed, as a means by which the opposing traditions of the Member States in this field of private international law may be more easily reconciled.107 By allowing party autonomy to play a role in the determination of the law governing divorce and legal separation, the drafters of Regulation No. 1259/2010 have somehow «mediated» between the advocates of nationality and those supporting the use, in this area, of habitual residence and domicile. Indeed, the relevance of «objective» connecting factors has not been entirely superseded, as the spouses, under Article of the Regulation, are entitled to designate nothing more than their law of residence, their law of nationality or the lex fori.

Party autonomy, seen from this angle, appears to be vested with a «corrective» function. Habitual residence and nationality are still regarded as being the most appropriate connecting factors in the field of divorce and legal separation, but the point is made that the operation of those traditional factors may sometimes result in unconvincing practical outcomes. While a too large recourse to nationality might represent an obstacle to social integration and prevent migratory flows from being effectively managed, the systematic use of habitual residence may run counter the goal of preserving pluralism and safeguarding cultural diversity.

In the end, the enhancement of party autonomy is a means to reinforce, and renew, the operation of the connecting factors of habitual residence and nationality. Such a move is meant to make unification of conflict-of-laws rules easier, since traditional options, far from being suppressed or replaced, are combined together within a new and flexible framework.

46. (iii) Autonomy in private international law is traditionally associated with the idea of legal security. As a matter of fact, allowing the parties to choose the law governing their relationship normally results in conflict-of-laws issues being decided in an easy and straightforward way, satisfying both the expectations of the parties and the goal of a sound administration of justice.

Advantages like these appear to be of particular importance when party autonomy is weighed against objective connecting factors such as nationality and habitual residence.

As a matter of fact, habitual residence is not always easy to determine. Delicate issues may sometimes arise as to which indicia should be given paramount importance in determining the centre of a person’s interests in a given case. Apart from this, habitual residence is by its very nature an «unstable» connecting factor, especially within an area like Europe, where mobility from one country to the other is particularly intense and enjoy a strong legal protection.

Nationality, of course, is a more stable factor, but the event of a change in nationality or the acquisition of a new one (through marriage, for example) can no longer be regarded as remote and unlikely.

Through party autonomy, if properly regulated, some of the traditional shortcomings inherent to nationality and habitual residence may be overcome, or reduced to a minimum.

In particular, Regulation No. 1259/2010 is drafted as to ensure that the choice of the spouses may bring about stable effects. Under Article 5, paragraph 1, lit. a, the spouses may elect the law of the country where they habitually reside «at the time the agreement is concluded». This means that their choice remains valid and effective in spite of any subsequent change in the habitual residence of either spouse. A similar safeguard applies to agreements designating the law of the country where the spouses were last habitually resident or the law of which either spouse is a national. Autonomy seems thus to provide a valuable answer to the accrued need for predictability and legal certainty in Europe.

From a different point of view, party autonomy may help satisfying the need for trans-sectorial coordination, we have mentioned to above108. As long as different rules, based on different connecting factors, govern situations that are closely connected to one another on the substantive law level, the risk exists that different —and possibly diverging— laws apply to each one of the situations in question. A proper coordination between the relevant rules may thus be difficult to achieve relying solely on «objective» connecting factors. Party autonomy may become useful in this respect producing a sort of «streamlining» effect, since the spouses —if they wish— may choose to submit their divorce or legal separation to the law applicable to a «neighbour» institution (their maintenance obligations, their matrimonial property regime etc.).

Finally, the will of the parties may help overcoming the disadvantages stemming from the possible dissociation between the law governing the substance of divorce and the law governing court proceedings instituted to that end109. In granting the spouses the possibility of choosing the law of the forum, Regulation No. 1259/2010 facilitates inter alia such an outcome.

2. The «conflictual», as opposed to substantive, nature of the autonomy of the spouses

47. Article 5 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 grants the spouses a «conflict-of-laws» autonomy, not a substantive one. The only purpose of the agreement made under Article 5 is to identify the legal system from which the relevant substantive provision should be drawn. It will be for the law applicable to divorce and legal separation, as determined by the relevant conflict-of-laws rules, to state whether, under which circumstances and to what extent the spouses may be entitled to agree on the substance of their rights and obligations, thus derogating from any provision otherwise applicable under the lex causae.

An agreement as to the law applicable to divorce and legal separation may be concluded well before divorce or legal separation proceedings are instituted. The substantive content of the law chosen by the spouses may change over time. Accordingly, at the time of the proceedings the spouses may find themselves subject to substantive provisions (belonging to the legal system they choose, but) bearing a different content from what they expected.

One may wonder whether the spouses, in order to avoid this risk, could specify in their agreement that they intend to ensure the application of such rules as were in force in the chosen legal system at the time of the agreement. It is submitted that, since «incorporating» the rules in force in a legal system within an act of (substantive) autonomy is a different thing from «choosing» the legal system in question under Article 5 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 (just as it is under Article 3 of the «Rome I» Regulation and Article 14 of the «Rome II» Regulation)110, the possibility —if any— of «freezing» the applicable substantive provisions should be assessed on the ground of the lex causae, as may be identified in accordance with the relevant Regulation’s provisions (the agreement of the spouses as to the applicable law, if any, or the objective rule of Article 8).

Rather, the spouses may consider introducing a clause in their agreement, according to which the latter shall be terminated in the event that a given modification is brought about within the chosen

---

108 See supra, § 10.
109 See supra, § 14.
legal system, affecting the substantive content thereof. The Regulation does not provide anything explicitly in this respect. However, since the rationale of Article 5 is basically to safeguard the expectations of the spouses, while enhancing legal security and promoting the sound administration of justice, it is argued that a clause to that effect is not inconsistent with the latter provision, at least when the intention of the spouses as to the event resulting in the termination of the agreement is clear. In the end, clauses like this (not less than clauses providing, more simply, that the agreement of the spouses shall terminate at a certain date) may be seen as a means by which the spouses avail themselves of a possibility explicitly contemplated in the Regulation, i.e. the possibility of modifying at any moment (under a prior agreement, in this case) an existing *electio iuris* (Article 5, paragraph 2).

3. The possible content of the agreement

48. The spouses, as we have said, are not allowed to choose any law they like. Under Article 5 of Regulation No. 1259/2010, they can only opt for the law of the State where they are habitually resident at the time the agreement is concluded, the law of the State in which they were last habitually resident («in so far as one of them still resides there at the time of the agreement»), the law of the State of nationality of either of them at the time of the agreement, or the law of the forum.

According to Recital 16 of the Regulation, the spouses should in fact be able to choose either the law of a country «with which they have a special connection» or the law of the forum.

49. The remarks made before concerning the notion of habitual residence and the way in which the nationality of an individual must be determined for the purpose of the Regulation, should apply, it is submitted, when it comes to identifying *in concreto* the country whose law may be chosen under Article 5.

50. Further remarks may nevertheless be necessary in particular cases. As far as nationality is concerned, the situation may arise where the interested person has more than one nationality, or has none.

In connection with dual and multiple nationals, Recital 22 states that where the Regulation refers to nationality as a connecting factor for the application of the law of a State, «the question of how to deal with cases of multiple nationality should be left to national law, in full observance of the general principles of the European Union».

Thus, for example, in case of divorce proceedings instituted in Italy, in order to determine whether the law chosen by the spouses is among those listed in Article 5 of the Regulation, reference should be made to Article 19, paragraph 2, of the Law of 31 May 1995 reforming the Italian system of private international law. According to this provision, any person possessing more than one nationality shall be deemed to be a national of the State with which he or she has the closest connection, safe that, if one of the different nationalities at stake is the Italian, the latter shall prevail. Following Recital 22 of the Regulation, the latter sentence should only come into play to the extent to which it is compatible with the general principles of European Union law, and more particularly with the principle prohibiting all discrimination on grounds of nationality (Article 18 of the TFEU). The «primacy» of the Italian nationality shall therefore be disregarded each time the spouse in question possesses, together with the Italian nationality, the nationality of another Member State.

The principle underlying Recital 22 should likewise be followed, it is submitted, as regards stateless persons. National rules in this respect should thus be seen as supplementing Article 5 of the Regulation, insofar as the latter provision refers to the nationality of the spouses. The said national rules should be all the more relevant to the application of Regulation No. 1259/2010 whenever they have been enacted by a Member a State in order to implement an international agreement concluded by that State.

---

111 See supra, § 18.
112 See supra, § 19.
«before 1 January 1958 or, for acceding States, before the date of their accession»: under Article 351 of the TFEU, as we have seen, European Union law as whole does not affect such agreements. Now, several participating Member States are parties to the Convention relating to the status of stateless persons of 28 September 1954. Under Article 12, paragraph 1, of the Convention, «[t]he personal status of a stateless person shall be governed by the law of the country of his domicile or, if he has no domicile, by the law of the country of his residence». Accordingly, whenever an agreement on the law applicable to divorce and legal separation is brought before a court of a Member State bound by this rule, Article 5, paragraph 1, of Regulation No. 1259/2010 should be understood as allowing the spouses to choose, *inter alia*, the law of the country where either of them, being a stateless person, has is or her domicile, or —failing a domicile— his or her residence.

For similar reasons, the same solution should be followed in respect of refugees. In most cases, refugees retain the nationality of their country of origin. However, it is generally accepted that it would be inappropriate to consider a refugee’s personal status to continue to be governed by the law of such country. Under Article 1A of the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951, a refugee is in fact a person who «owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country». Nationality, in these circumstances, is regarded as formal, and Article 12, paragraph 1, of the 1951 Convention (to which all Member States are a party) provides, just like the corresponding provision of the 1954 Convention on the status of stateless persons, that the personal status of a refugee shall be governed by the law of the country of his domicile or, if he or she has no domicile, by the law of the country of residence.

51. Divorce, just as legal separation, may only be governed by one law: «cumulative» choices, *i.e.* agreements designating the law of two or more countries, are clearly not admitted by Regulation No 1259/2010.

The situation is different when the spouses choose to designate, within the options contemplated in Article 5, the laws of two (or more) countries, so that the law designated in the second place shall apply whenever the law designated in the first place should turn out to be inapplicable in the forum on grounds of public policy or in accordance with Article 10.

The policies underlying Article 5, namely enhancing legal certainty and the self-determination of the spouses, together with the policies underlying the Regulation at large, namely the idea that effective access to divorce should be favoured, seem to suggest that the issue may be answered in the affirmative, provided that the will of the parties is unequivocal as to the way in which the «sequence» of designations should work.

52. Under Article 5 of Regulation No. 1259/2010, the spouses may agree to designate the law applicable to divorce and legal separation. This should be read as meaning that the autonomy granted to the spouses covers both institutions, but not that divorce and legal separation should be considered *jointly* for the purpose of the agreements in question.

Rather, since divorce and legal separation are recognized by the Regulation as being two different institutions, normally corresponding to two separate proceedings (safe where legal separation may be converted into divorce), the Regulation —it is argued— does not prevent the spouses from concluding two distinct agreements, possibly designating the law of two different countries.

---

114 See supra, § 41.
117 According to L. Álvarez de Toledo Quintana, «El pacto de elección de lex separationis y lex divorcii en el Reglamento 1259/2010 del Consejo, de 20 de diciembre de 2010», *Diario La Ley*, 18 April 2011, p. 3, Article 5 of the Regulation does not prevent the spouses from making a choice in the terms indicated below: party autonomy, he argues, «no se opone radicalmente a las preceptivas contenidas en los arts. 10 y 12 del Reglamento, que pueden interpretarse en el sentido de hacerse aplicación de la lex fori solo en cuanto se hayan agotado las posibilidades alumbradas por la autonomía de la voluntad».
118 See infra, § 63 et seq.
53. The case of agreements designating the law of a country consisting of two or more legal systems, or directly one of such systems, will be examined below, when will turn to Article 14 of the Regulation119.

4. The moment at which the agreement may be concluded

54. Under Article 5, paragraph 2, «an agreement designating the applicable law may be concluded and modified at any time, but at the latest at the time the court is seized». Paragraph 3 adds that, if the law of the forum so provides, «the spouses may also designate the law applicable before the court during the course of the proceedings»; such designation shall then be recorded in court «in accordance with the law of the forum».

The solutions adopted by the drafters of the Regulation concerning the time at which the agreement may be concluded seem to reflect two policies. On one side, the view is taken that a liberal approach should be followed in this respect in order to promote autonomy: the spouses may enter into an agreement as to the law applicable to divorce and legal separation at any time, and modify it whenever they want. On the other side, legal certainty and the good administration of justice demand that, once the court is seized, no more changes should be allowed possibly resulting in the change of the law applicable to the merits.

By stating that the spouses may deviate from the latter rule if the lex fori so provides, the Regulation allows participating Member States to reinforce the liberal approach underlying Article 5. The solution may be seen as conferring a reasonable degree of flexibility to the supranational regime. It also responds to a practical need, since the admissibility of agreements made in the course of proceedings cannot be properly assessed without considering the way in which the proceedings themselves are regulated, i.e. without considering the procedural law of the forum.

All this notwithstanding, the problem remains that a practically important issue regarding the functioning of Article 5 shall not be decided uniformly among the participating Member States, but rather in accordance with the possibly diverging views of each of them.

In order to enhance predictability, Article 17 of the Regulation requires participating Member States to provide the Commission with the relevant information regarding their own legal systems in connection with Article 5, paragraph 3. The information collected shall be made publicly available, in particular through the website of the European Judicial Network on Civil and Commercial Matters.

5. Issues regarding consent and the material validity of the agreement

55. Drawing inspiration from Article 10 of the «Rome I» Regulation, Article 6 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 provides, in paragraph 1, that the existence and validity of an agreement designating the law applicable to divorce and legal separation, or of any term thereof, shall be determined by the law that would govern divorce and legal separation120, under the Regulation, «if the agreement or term were valid».

119 See infra, § 64 et seq.
120 The English version of Article 6 is somewhat ambiguous, as it submits the issues relating to the existence and validity of the agreement to the law that would govern «it» — «it» being the agreement, one would say — under the Regulation. In fact, the relevant law, here, is the law that would govern divorce and legal separation. The reading proposed is in line with other linguistic versions of Regulation No. 1259/2010. According to the French one, for example, «[l]’existence et la validité d’une convention sur le choix de la loi ou de toute clause de celle-ci sont soumises à la loi qui serait applicable en vertu du présent régime si la convention ou la clause était valable». The Italian and the German versions feature a similar drafting: «[l]’esistenza e la validità di un accordo sulla scelta della legge o di una sua disposizione si stabiliscono in base alla legge che sarebbe applicabile in virtù del presente regolamento se l’accordo o la disposizione fossero validi»; «Das Zustandekommen und die Wirksamkeit einer Rechtswahlvereinbarung oder einer ihrer Bestimmungen bestimmen sich nach dem Recht, das nach dieser Verordnung anzuwenden wäre, wenn die Vereinbarung oder die Bestimmung wirksam ware». The Spanish version, on the contrary, follows (and somehow reinforces) the reference to the law applicable to the agreement, instead of the law applicable to divorce and legal separation, common to the English version. It provides in fact that «[l]a existencia y la validez de un convenio de elección de la ley aplicable y de sus cláusulas se determinarán con arreglo a la ley por la que se regiría el convenio en virtud del presente Reglamento si el convenio o cláusula fuera válido». In the end, however, the French and Italian reading should be preferred. On one side, they are consistent with the solution adopted in respect of the same issue by Article 10, paragraph 1, of...
Paragraph 2 goes on to state that, nevertheless, «a spouse, in order to establish that he did not consent, may rely upon the law of the country in which he has his habitual residence at the time the court is seized» if it appears from the circumstances that it would not be reasonable to determine the effect of his or her conduct in accordance with the law specified above. The relevant circumstances, it is submitted, may be, in particular, those in which the agreement has been negotiated (whether the spouse in question enjoyed legal assistance etc.).

6. The formal requirements of the agreement

56. Party autonomy, as we have seen, rests on the idea that self-determination of the spouses represents a value in family law. With this in mind, Regulation No. 1259/2010 aims to ensure that the agreement of the spouses as to the law governing divorce and legal separation may reflect to the largest possible extent a genuine expression of self-determination: autonomy would in fact be illusory, or even counterproductive, if the will expressed by either spouse was not the outcome of a free determination, made in full awareness of its legal consequences. Recital 18 is explicit in this respect when it states that «[t]he informed choice of both spouses is a basic principle» of the Regulation, and that each spouse «should know exactly what are the legal and social implications of the choice of applicable law».

The formal requirements set forth in Article 7 of the Regulation pursue precisely this goal121. Under Article 7, paragraph 1, the agreement of the spouses —including any subsequent agreement aimed at modifying an existing electio iuris— «shall be expressed in writing, dated and signed by both spouses»122; the provision clarifies that any communication by electronic means shall be deemed equivalent to writing, as long as it provides «a durable record of the agreement»123.

57. The Regulation states that participating Member States are free to provide additional formal requirements in respect of agreements designating the law applicable to divorce and legal separation. The spouses may be required, for example, to express their consent before a notary, or to ensure —following certain procedures— that their agreement is officially recorded.

Article 7, paragraph 2, states that the formal validity of an agreement entered into by the spouses for the purposes of Article 5 may need to be assessed, in the first place, on the ground of the additional requirements, if any, laid down by the law of the participating Member States «in which the two spouses have their habitual residence at the time the agreement is concluded».

Under Article 7, paragraph 3, if the spouses are habitually resident in different participating Member States at the time of the agreement, and the laws of those States provide for different formal requirements, «the agreement shall be formally valid if it satisfies the requirements of either of those laws».

Finally, according to Article 7, paragraph 4, if only one of the spouses is habitually resident in a participating Member State at the time of the agreement, and that State lays down additional formal requirements for this type of agreement, those requirements shall apply.

58. Allowing participating Member States to supplement the uniform regime by introducing additional formal requirements reflects the importance attached by the Regulation to the means by which
the freedom of the spouses may practically be ensured. Nevertheless, the resulting regime is a combination of uniform and national provisions, possibly varying from one participating Member State to the other. In this respect, the uniformity of the conflict-of-laws regime set forth by Regulation No. 1259/2010 is seriously affected.

In order to safeguard legal security, the Regulation provides that the relevant additional requirements shall be those in force at the time in which the agreement is concluded. Subsequent modifications will therefore not prejudice the «original» validity of the agreement124.

Article 17 of the Regulation provides that the participating Member States wishing to introduce such requirements shall inform the Commission by 21 September 2011, and that the latter shall make all information communicated publicly available, in particular through the website of the European Judicial Network in Civil and Commercial Matters.

VII. The law governing divorce and legal separation absent a choice of the spouses

59. Absent a valid choice by the spouses, the law applicable to divorce and legal separation shall be determined in accordance with Article 8 of Regulation No. 1259/2010. This provision lays down four objective connecting factors, whose operation follows a «step-by-step» scheme often referred to as the Kegelsche Leiter («Kegel’s ladder»), after the German scholar Gerhard Kegel.

60. Common habitual residence of the spouses is the key concept here. It may be found on the first and on the second stage of the ladder. The law applicable to divorce and legal separation shall be the law of the State where the spouses are habitually resident at the time the court is seized125. Failing a common habitual residence at that time, the applicable law shall be the law of the State where the spouses were last habitually resident, provided that the period of residence did not end more than one year before the court was seized126, and that one of the spouses still resides in that State at the time the court is seized. Where the latter requirement is not met, divorce and legal separation —we are now on the third stage of the ladder— shall be subject to the law of the State of which both spouses are nationals when the court is seized. Finally, if the spouses do not possess a common nationality, the lex fori will apply.

61. Article 8 is a complex provision, designed to accommodate different needs. It strikes a balance, as we have seen, between the promotion of social integration and the preservation of cultural identity. It aims at designating the law of a country with which the matrimonial relationship has a genuine and meaningful connection, i.e. the law of the country where the spouses are habitually resident. At the same time, whenever the integration of the couple within one country is relatively weak (since the spouses do not possess a common habitual residence or have not possessed it in the previous year), the provision relies on other relevant factors, such as the common nationality of the spouses. In the end, «proximity» is pursued in the framework of a relatively flexible system of connecting of factors.

124 A participating Member State may in principle modify its additional formal requirements from time to time. Nothing in the Regulation prevents that in a case like this, should the State pass from a stricter to a more liberal approach, the new requirements might apply retroactively. The effet utile of the Regulation would in fact be enhanced.

125 As stated in Recital 13, the relevant moment for determining the habitual residence of the spouses under Article 8 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 should be determined, for the sake of uniformity, in accordance with the criteria set out in Article 16 of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation. Under the latter provision, a court «shall be deemed to be seised: (a) at the time when the document instituting the proceedings or an equivalent document is lodged with the court, provided that the applicant has not subsequently failed to take the steps he was required to take to have service effected on the respondent; or (b) if the document has to be served before being lodged with the court, at the time when it is received by the authority responsible for service, provided that the applicant has not subsequently failed to take the steps he was required to take to have the document lodged with the court».

126 While it might be difficult to identify a precise moment in time in which habitual residence «ends», the relevant criteria for the calculation of time should those laid down in Regulation (EEC, Euratom) No. 1182/71 of 3 June 1971, determining the rules applicable to periods, dates and time limits. In particular, Article 3, paragraph 1, of the latter Regulation provides that, «[w]here a period, expressed in days, weeks, months or years is to be calculated from the moment at which an event occurs or an action takes place, the day during which that event occurs or that action takes place shall not be considered as falling within the period in question». 
The respect due to the reasonable expectations of the spouses, too, represents a concern under Article 8. The very fact of designating the law of a country being closely connected to the relationship of the spouses is a means by which predictability should be normally ensured. Furthermore, by referring to the last habitual residence of the spouses, provided that it did not end more than one year before the institution of the proceedings and that one of the spouses still resides in the same State, the Regulation avoids the risk that a change in the life of one of the spouses (e.g., an employment abroad) might end up frustrating the said expectations.

While Article 8 is based on «geographic» factors, substantive considerations are not entirely foreign to its design. The «interest» of the forum for regulating on the substantive law level the family matters brought before its courts is indirectly satisfied by the primary role played by the habitual residence of the spouses: as we have seen, this should allow the courts of the participating Member States to apply the law of the forum in a non negligible number of cases. The same goal is pursued in a direct way, but on the last stage of the «ladder», by the designation of the lex fori.

62. In the majority of cases, the practical operation of Article 8 should not give rise to particular difficulties. The habitual residence of the spouses shall be determined by looking at the indicia of integration we have mentioned before, while their nationality shall be ascertained on the basis of the relevant provisions of the State, or States, «willing» to recognize such status.

As regards dual nationals, stateless persons and refugees, Article 8 should be applied —it is submitted— in accordance with the rules we have illustrated before, when we examined Article 5.

In at least one case, however, a different solution must be followed in the framework of Article 8. As a matter of fact, while Article 5 refers to the nationality of either spouse, the latter provision speaks of the common nationality of the spouses. If they share one common nationality, that will be the relevant nationality for Article 8, but there may be cases where the spouses, being both dual (or multiple) nationals, have two (or more) common nationalities. As we have seen, the courts of participating Member States are precluded from applying domestic rules whose purpose is to privilege one common nationality (the nationality of the forum) at the detriment of others, whenever this would be inconsistent with the general principles of European Union law, i.e. whenever, in particular, the spouses possess the common nationality of two (or more) Member States.

The situation has been examined by the Court of justice in the Hadadi judgment of 16 July 2009 with a focus on the rules on jurisdiction of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation. The Court held, in that occasion, that where spouses each hold the nationality of the same two Member States, Article 3, paragraph 1, lit. b, of Regulation No. 2201/2003 precludes the jurisdiction of the courts of one of those Member States from being rejected on the ground that the applicant does not put forward other links with that State. It thus concluded that the courts of those Member States of which the spouses hold the nationality have jurisdiction under the said provision, thus permitting the coexistence of several courts having jurisdiction over the same matter.

The solution adopted in Hadadi does not lend itself to be transposed to the conflict-of-laws plane. The substantive regulation of divorce (or legal separation) can only be drawn from one legal system. The «cumulative» application of the law of two (or more) countries would be unworkable.

127 See supra, § 19.
128 See supra, § 20.
129 See supra, § 50.
130 Under Article 3, paragraph 1, lit. b, of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation, in matters relating to divorce and legal separation, jurisdiction shall lie, inter alia, with the courts of the Member State «of the nationality of both spouses».
It is argued that, whenever the described situation arises, nationality should be disregarded altogether for the purpose of Article 8, and the lex fori should apply in accordance with the last sentence of the latter provision\textsuperscript{133}. This is probably an unfortunate outcome, since —in order to avoid discrimination— spouses possessing two common «European» nationalities would be prevented from enjoying this status for conflict-of-laws purposes, while spouses possessing two common «non-European» nationalities would be entitled to rely on one of them, according to the rules of the forum\textsuperscript{134}.

Yet, it is submitted, no other solution is available. One might think, it is true, of resorting to the principle of proximity, and accordingly regard the «most effective» common nationality as the sole relevant nationality for the purpose of Article 8\textsuperscript{135}.

At least three arguments, however, militate against a similar reading: (i) the Court of justice held, in Hadadi, that there is no room in Regulation No. 2201/2003 for looking at the «effective» common nationality of the spouses as a (subsidiary) head of jurisdiction\textsuperscript{136}: there is no clear evidence, it is submitted, that Regulation No. 1259/2010 might be interpreted in a different way, \textit{i.e.} as implicitly referring, in a case like this, to the «effective» common nationality of the spouses; (ii) referring to the common «effective» nationality of the spouses would not always represent a workable solution: the situation may arise where the spouses, while possessing the common nationality of two or more Member States, do not entertain any meaningful relationship with those countries; relying on a weak connection with one of these States would be at odds with the principle of proximity and results in unpredictable results; (iii) looking at the common «effective» nationality of the spouses would almost amount to «creating» a connecting factor by interpretive means: the possibility, of any, of going that far should only be admitted, it is argued, as a last resort, when no other solution is available on the face of the relevant provisions, and the functionality of the supranational regime is seriously at stake; these strict conditions are not met in the circumstances: the Regulation does provide for a connecting factor —the forum— to be employed whenever the reference to nationality does not allow to determine the law applicable to divorce and legal separation.

**VIII. Conflict-of-laws issues relating to the conversion of legal separation into divorce**

63. Not all legal systems distinguish divorce from legal separation. In those countries where the distinction is made, divorce and legal separation represent two distinct legal institutions, pursuing different functions (the dissolution as opposed to the loosening of matrimonial ties).

Given the respective autonomy of the two notions, it cannot be excluded, as we have mentioned in respect of Article 5, that the divorce and legal separation of one couple may be subject, under the Regulation, to the laws of different countries. As a matter of fact, this is not in itself unreasonable, since a significant period of time may elapse between legal separation and divorce proceedings, and changes may well occur in the meanwhile in respect of the relevant connecting factor (the habitual residence of the spouses, their nationality). The will of the spouses, too, may change during that time and result in a new agreement under Article 5 being concluded for the purpose of divorce.

Things are different when proceedings instituted in respect of separation are «converted» into divorce proceedings. In order to guarantee a properly coordination between the two «stages» of the resulting (unified) proceedings, Article 9, paragraph 1, of Regulation No. 1259/2010 provides that, in case of conversion, the law applicable to divorce shall be, in principle, «the law applied to the legal separation».

\textsuperscript{133} By the way, a similar solution is envisaged in Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Proposal on Matrimonial Property Regimes.

\textsuperscript{134} Under Article 17, paragraph 2, of the proposal mentioned in the preceding footnote, a similar «reverse discrimination» is de facto avoided, since the no distinction is made between spouses possessing «European» or «non-European» common nationalities.

\textsuperscript{135} Cf. P. Hammie, «Le nouveau règlement (UE) n° 1259/2010 du Conseil du 20 décembre 2010 mettant en oeuvre une coopération renforcée dans le domaine de la loi applicable au divorce et à la séparation de corps», \textit{Revue critique de droit international privé}, 2011, p. 291 \textit{et seq.}, paragraph 37.

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Ibidem}, paragraph 51 \textit{et seq.}
The provision introduces an exception to the «ordinary» conflict-of-laws rules otherwise applicable in the circumstances. The exception at stake is based on the assumption that, in the event of conversion, unity of applicable law between legal separation and divorce proceedings should be regarded as the prevailing concern. To attain this objective, Article 9, paragraph 1, sets forth an «accessory connecting factor»:

The designation of the law applicable to divorce is made dependant on the law applied to separation.

The Regulation explicitly allows the spouses to prevent the application of Article 9 by making use of the autonomy they are granted under Article 5 («unless the parties have agreed otherwise»). Thus, if the spouses have decided to submit their legal separation and their divorce to the law of two different countries, their agreement shall be upheld.

Article 9, paragraph 2, adds that «if the law applied to the legal separation does not provide for the conversion», then «Article 8 shall apply, unless the parties have agreed otherwise in accordance with Article 5».

The provision is not thoroughly clear. The Regulation seems to consider the issue of «convertibility» as a substantial one, to be resolved in accordance with the law applicable to legal separation. If that law does not provide for conversion, one would normally conclude that conversion will not take place, and that spouses will need to bring the separation proceedings to an end before they can institute proceedings for divorce. The solution adopted by the Regulation is a different one: whenever the conversion proves to be impossible under the lex separationis, Article 8 shall apply, unless the spouses have made a choice of law under Article 5. The provision, it is submitted, should be read as meaning that, in the case at hand, the possibility of converting legal separation in divorce should be assessed on the background of the law designated under Article 8 or under Article 5, i.e. taking into account any change of habitual residence (or nationality) that might have occurred subsequent to the institution of separation proceedings (but before the conversion), and giving effect to the relevant agreements of the parties on the governing law.

One cannot exclude that, even so, the designated law will not provide for conversion. It is argued that the consequence, then, will be inescapable: two separate proceedings, one for legal separation, the other for divorce, will take place in turn.

IX. The designation of a law consisting of two or more legal systems

65. The law designated by Regulation No. 1259/2010, either through the agreement of the spouses or on objective grounds, may consist of two or more legal systems, each having its own set of rules concerning divorce and legal separation. Whenever this happens, the issue arises as to which of these systems should govern the situation at stake.

Two cases must be distinguished. On one hand, it may be that the country pointed at by the Regulation is made of several territorial units, each having an autonomous body of rules governing divorce (the United States of America, for example). On the other hand, the designated law may provide for (or refer to) different sets of rules, each governing divorce in respect of spouses featuring certain personal characteristics, e.g. spouses belonging to a certain ethnic group or religion (Lebanon, for example). The first case is dealt with by Article 14 of the Regulation, while the second by Article 15.

66. Under Article 14 of the Regulation, whenever a «territorial» conflict arises as between the different legal systems of the designated law, the relevant conflict-of-laws provisions should be read as follows.

67. Under Article 14, lit. a, any reference to the law of State comprising different territorial units shall be construed «as referring to the law in force in the relevant territorial unit».

68. Article 14, lit. b, of the Regulation clarifies that any reference to habitual residence in the said State «shall be construed as referring to habitual residence in a territorial unit». Hence, for example, Article 5 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 should be understood as allowing Mr X and Mrs Y, both residing in the United Kingdom, to choose English law, as opposed to the law of Scotland, whenever it is established that their habitual residence is, say, Birmingham, not Edinburgh; similarly, if the last habitual resident of the spouses before one came to Europe was Austin, the law applicable to their divorce or legal separation shall be —under Article 8 of the Regulation— the law of Texas.

69. Article 14, lit. c, provides that any reference to nationality «shall refer to the territorial unit designated by the law of that State, or, in the absence of relevant rules, to the territorial unit chosen by the parties or, in absence of choice, to the territorial unit with which the spouse or spouses has or have the closest connection».

The first part of the rule does not raise particular problems. It will be for the rules in force in the United States, for example, to determine whether the divorce of two United States citizens, habitually resident in different countries, should be governed, under Article 8 of the Regulation, by —say— the law of Virginia or the law of Michigan.

The second part of Article 14, lit. c, is a bit less clear, since it does not specify whether the «choice», here, should be understood to be substantially the same thing (and therefore treated substantially the same way) as the «choice» contemplated in Article 5. As a matter of fact, a sharp difference exists between the two «choices» in question as regards their function and the place they occupy within the «conflictual reasoning» (i.e. the reasoning leading to the identification of the substantive rules applicable in the circumstances). The choice of Article 5 comes into play at an early stage of that reasoning and is designed to allow the spouses to directly determine the outcome thereof, i.e. which law should apply to divorce or legal separation. The choice of Article 15, on the contrary, is a choice the relevance of which may be perceived only after an «ordinary» connecting factor (nationality) has been resorted to, resulting in the designation of a law consisting of several legal systems. In the end, although both choices evoke the principle of autonomy, the choice envisaged by Article 5 rests on the idea that the will of the parties is a sufficient reason for applying the law of the chosen country, while Article 14 refers to the autonomy of the spouses for the mere purpose of «rectifying», whenever the need arises, the operation of another conflict-of-law rule.

The enjeu of the two choices being different, one would be tempted to say that the option of Article 14 should be treated more liberally than the agreements in Article 5. Be that as it may, some inquiry as to whether the will of both spouses has been genuinely and freely expressed seems to be inherent to the idea itself of «choice» under the Regulation: the requirements provided for in respect of the agreements contemplated in Article 5 pursue precisely that goal138, and should therefore represent (at least) a reference for the purpose of Article 14, too.

Apart from that, the doubt remains as to whether a rather sophisticated choice, as that contemplated in Article 14, will be frequently resorted to in practice. In at least two situations, it is submitted, such choice might prove to be practically useful. The first case arises when the spouses agree under Article 5 on their divorce or legal separation being submitted to the law of the State of which either of them is a national, and the designated law consists of two or more legal systems: here, the spouses might want to opt directly for one of these systems, somehow «merging» within one agreement an Article 5 and an Article 14 choice (yet, in the face of Article 14, one should assume that the latter choice may only be followed when the law of the designated country does not provide for any special rule designating the relevant territorial unit in the circumstances). The second case may occur where the spouses become aware of the problem of determining the relevant territorial unit of the country in question in the course of the proceedings, and actually manage to agree on a choice for the purpose of Article 14: following the liberal approach we have advocated before, a choice like this should be taken into account no matter whether, under Article 5, paragraph 3, the law of the forum does not allow the spouses to make an agreement as to the choice of law after the court is seized.

138 See supra, § 56.
The final part of Article 14, lit. c, is a rule of last resort based on the principle of proximity. It allows the court to take all relevant circumstances in account with a view to determining, within the designated country, the territorial unit with which the spouses (or the relevant spouse, as the case may be) entertain the most significant relationship. Reference, it is submitted, may be made for this purpose to elements such as language, family ties, the place where the marriage has been celebrated etc.

70. The way in which «territorial» conflicts of laws are dealt with under Regulation No. 1259/2010 differs in some respects from the way in which the same conflicts are dealt with in the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations. Article 22, paragraph 1, of Regulation No. 593/2008, and Article 25, paragraph 1, of Regulation No. 864/2007 set forth a relatively simple solution, common to both texts, whereby, should the designated country consist of two or more units, «each territorial unit shall be considered as a country» for the purpose of identifying the law applicable under the two Regulations.

The rationale of Article 14, lit. a and lit. b, of Regulation No. 1259/2010 is substantially the same as the rationale of the corresponding provisions of the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations, and one may wonder whether it would not have been advisable to adopt a uniform wording across the three instruments, and to introduce a new and different provision only in respect of situations where nationality comes into play.

Rather, Article 14 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 draws inspiration from the solutions adopted in international conventions elaborated within the Hague Conference on Private International Law, namely the Convention of 19 October 1996 on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Cooperation in Respect of Parental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection of Children, and the Hague Protocol. In some important aspects, however, the Regulation seems to depart from that model, too. For instance, a difference exists as to nationality between Article 14, lit. c, of the Regulation and Article 16, paragraph 1, of the Protocol. The latter apparently provides a more detailed, yet easier to apply, solution, distinguishing between cases where the nationality of both parties is relevant from cases where the nationality of only one is referred to, and omitting any reference to the choice of the interested individuals.

71. The issues arising out of the designation of the law of a country consisting of different «personal» legal systems are dealt with —as we have mentioned— by Article 15.

The rule here is somehow more straightforward. The Regulation makes a reference to the rules of the designated State, governing «inter-personal» conflict of laws, safe that, in the absence of such rules, «the system of law or the set of rules with which the spouse or spouses has or have the closest connection applies».

This is a novel solution as far as European Union law is concerned, since neither in the «Rome I» nor in the «Rome II» Regulation the issue of «inter-personal» conflicts is addressed. Rather, the approach taken seems to be in line, at least in its general features, with the solution adopted in the domestic systems of some participating Member States and in international conventions made at the Hague.

From a different perspective, the question remains as to whether Regulation No. 1259/2010, by referring to the rules of the designated State (and somehow incorporating such rules in the conflictual reasoning based on its own provisions), might eventually bring about, within a participating Member State, a discrimination contrary to the relevant provisions of the Treaties, the CFREU and the relevant international conventions. The problem cannot be examined here in detail. It is submitted that certain foreign rules governing inter-personal conflicts of laws could, indeed, result in a prohibited discrimination (e.g. where the connecting factors they employ reflect the position of primacy granted to the

---

139 Under Article 16, paragraph 1, lit. d, «any reference to the State of which two persons have a common nationality shall be construed as referring to the territorial unit designated by the law of that State or, in the absence of relevant rules, to the territorial unit with which the maintenance obligation is most closely connected»; lit. e goes on to state that «any reference to the State of which a person is a national shall be construed as referring to the territorial unit designated by the law of that State or, in the absence of relevant rules, to the territorial unit with which the person has the closest connection».

140 See e.g. Article 18 of the Italian Law of 31 May 1995 on Private International Law.

husband over his wife), and should therefore be disregarded, either through an interpretation of Article 15 of the Regulation aimed at ensuring that its practical application is in conformity with the relevant provisions of primary law, or through the public policy exception (on the assumption that the latter may cover in principle any rule of the designated law, be it a substantive rule or a rule governing an «inter-personal» conflict of laws).

In doing this, regard must be had to the fact that the Regulation, by addressing the issue of «inter-personal» conflict of laws, implicitly reaffirms the policy whereby cultural identity of the individuals represents a value, and that diversity —including the ethnic or religious one that rules on inter-personal conflicts of laws strive to manage— should be preserved (as long as they do not result in intolerable discrimination).

X. Limitations affecting the functioning of the rules of the Regulation due to substantive reasons

72. The substantive regulation of divorce and legal separation, as we have mentioned, varies considerably from one country to the other. While bilateral conflict-of-laws rules rest on the assumption that the diversity of national experiences poses a problem of coordination, not a threat, limitations are provided in every system of private international law for the purpose of avoiding the risk that the «contact» with a foreign legal culture might be a risk for the identity of the domestic legal order, i.e. its basic values.

In this respect, Regulation No. 1259/2010 sets forth three possible limitations affecting the conflict-of-law rules provided therein: (A) Article 10 prescribes the application of the law of the forum whenever the law designated by the relevant conflict-of-laws provisions would lead to certain unacceptable substantive results; (B) under Article 12, the designated law may be disregarded according to the «traditional» public policy exception; (C) Article 13 introduces a safeguard whereby participating Member States shall not be bound to apply the law designated by the Regulation whenever this would be at odds with certain core values of the forum in the field of marriage and divorce.

1. The application of the lex fori for reasons related to the substantive content of the designated law

73. Under Article 10 of Regulation No. 1259/2010, whenever the law designated pursuant to Article 5 or Article 8 «makes no provision for divorce» or «does not grant one of the spouses equal access to divorce or legal separation on grounds of their sex», divorce or legal separation shall be subject to the law of the forum.

The provision pursues a twofold substantive objective: avoiding the risk that matrimonial ties might turn out to be impossible to dissolve, and safeguarding the equality of the spouses as regards the right to institute divorce proceedings. In order to attain these goals, the possibility is contemplated of disregarding the designation made by the relevant conflict-of-laws provisions, and applying the lex fori.

Since the rule in question is a device capable of altering the operation of «ordinary» conflict-of-laws provisions such as Article 5 and Article 8, it is submitted that Article 10 should not be interpreted extensively. Before resorting to Article 10, one should verify whether the substantive objectives mentioned above are actually impossible to attain in the circumstances under the designated law.

74. Article 10 may be considered as a conflict-of-laws provision «with a substantive flavour» (à caractère substantiel)142. Its purpose is to designate the law applicable to the situation at stake, not to regulate the latter substantively. Yet, substance lies at the heart of Article 10, as this provision only comes into play where the substantive outcome that the Regulation aims at ensuring —an actual and equal opportunity for obtaining divorce— cannot be achieved through «ordinary» means, i.e. through the application of the law designated pursuant to Article 5 or Article 8 of the Regulation. In light of this, Article 10 may be described as a device aimed at supplementing and «rectifying», on substantive grounds, the functioning of the conflict-of-laws regime of the Regulation.

The provision laid down in Article 10 and the public policy exception of Article 12 feature, quite clearly, some similarities. Both provisions have been conceived to safeguard substantive values and to operate whenever those values run the risk of being frustrated through the designation of a foreign law. As we will see, a number of the situations that would normally be dealt with under the latter provision should first come for consideration under Article 10.

Yet, a comparison between Article 10 and the public policy exception shows at least three points of difference between the two provisions: (i) regarding the values at stake, Article 10 is specifically meant to serve supranational goals, indicated therein, while under the public policy exception—as we will see—a wider range of sources (national, supranational, international) may come into play; (ii) concerning the nature of the devices at hand, Article 10 lays down a prescription («the law of the forum shall apply»), while the public policy exception grants a faculty to individual Member States («application… of the law designated … may be refused»); (iii) as for the consequences of the operation of the two devices, Article 10 invariably results in the application of the lex fori, while public policy may lead—as we will see—to a different outcome.  

75. Article 10 is apparently premised on the assumption that, the substantive outcome in contemplated by the regulation (the right of both spouses to obtain divorce, and to obtain it on an equal footing) may at times be precluded under the lex causae, but is systematically available under the lex fori. As we will see in the following paragraphs, this assumption may not be always true.

Be that as it may, the provision in question, for the very reason of referring to the law of the forum, must be read in conjunction with the rules governing jurisdiction in matrimonial matters. Thus, the (degree of) achievement of the substantive goals «protected» by the Regulation will not depend on Article 10 alone, but also on the State before whose courts Article 10 shall come into play.

76. As mentioned, Article 10 prescribes the application of the lex fori each time the law designated by the relevant rules of the Regulation (i) «makes no provision for divorce» or (ii) «does not grant one of the spouses equal access to divorce or legal separation on grounds of their sex».

77. (i) The first of the two events should be deemed to occur where, under the lex causae, the possibility of obtaining divorce is excluded altogether (this is what presently happens under the law of the Philippines, for example). The wording of Article 10 («makes no provision for divorce», «ne prévoit pas le divorce», «no contemple el divorcio», «non preveda il divorzio») suggests that, if divorce is possible in abstracto under the designated law, the said condition is not met and Article 10 shall not step in. For example, where divorce proceedings are instituted in Austria, and Irish law is applicable to the merits, the spouses should not be entitled to rely on Austrian law (which allows spouses to obtain divorce, inter alia, on the ground of their mutual consent) just because under Irish law, which is less liberal, no ground for divorce is available in the circumstances.

Whenever divorce is impossible under the lex causae, the application of the lex fori should result in the obstacle being systematically overcome. As a matter of fact, since Malta has introduced divorce in its legislation, no Member State of the European Union presently prevents spouses from obtaining divorce.

78. It is not entirely clear whether Article 10 might play a role in respect of situations involving same-sex couples. Opposing views—it is well known—are taken by Member States as to whether marriage and divorce should be open, as such, to homosexual couples. Under Portuguese law, for example, heterosexual and homosexual couples are treated equally as regards the right to marry and divorce. As

---

See infra, § 83.


far as Italian law is concerned, on the contrary, the opinion is frequently stated that matrimonial ties may only exist—and accordingly be dissolved—as between a man and a woman.146

In these circumstances, one might wonder whether, for instance, a Portuguese court, seized of a petition for divorce regarding two individuals of the same sex, could rely on Article 10 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 in order to disregard the lex causae—say, Italian law—on the ground that the latter makes no provision for divorce in respect of homosexual couples.

If the view is accepted that Regulation No. 1259/2010 applies to the dissolution or loosening of any matrimonial ties,147 the conclusion should be reached that in the preceding example the Portuguese court should indeed be allowed to rely on Article 10 and grant divorce in accordance with the lex fori.

Adopting a different reading would preclude (participating) Member States from relying on the Regulation to dissolve relationships (featuring a foreign element) that they regard as «matrimonial» in nature. This would possibly hinder the free movement of those persons as may be a party to such relationships, thus running counter the objectives of judicial cooperation in civil matters and undermining the effet utile of the existing supranational rules—such as Regulation No. 1259/2010—adopted precisely to achieve that goal.

79. (ii) The second event contemplated in Article 10 occurs, typically, where, under the lex causae, the substantive conditions for obtaining divorce or legal separation depend on whether divorce or legal separation are sought by the husband, or by the wife. The discrimination that would ensue from the application of the designated law would contradict a fundamental value common to the legal systems of the Member States and firmly established within European Union law.148

It is assumed that the application of the lex fori under Article 10 of the Regulation as a «remedy» for the designated law being discriminatory, will occur in respect of those legal systems that provide for repudiation (talaq) of the wife on the part of the husband, and deny the former any equivalent opportunity for obtaining the dissolution of marriage.

2. The public policy exception

80. Article 12 of the Regulation provides that the application of the designated law «may be refused only if such application is manifestly incompatible with the public policy of the forum».

The device envisaged by this provision is well known to national systems of private international law and to international conventions and supranational instruments. The wording of Article 12 of Regulation No. 1259/2010 is identical, in particular, to the wording of Article 21 of the «Rome I» Regulation and Article 26 of the «Rome II» Regulation. Instruments currently in the process of being elaborated by the European Union in the field of private international law include, too, similar provisions.150

In the conflict of laws, public policy is a defense aimed at protecting those substantive values as may be regarded as essential to the «identity» of the legal system of the forum. It is generally accepted that the operation of the clause is exceptional. It is actually meant to cover situations where the application of foreign law—not foreign law as such, taken in abstracto—would result in the said values being irretrievably frustrated. The wording of Article 12 («…only if such application is manifestly incompatible…») confirms that this is the correct view under Regulation No. 1259/2010, too.

81. The Regulation does not specify which values might be regarded by participating Member States as belonging to their public policy.

---

147 See supra, § 29.
148 See supra, § 22 et seq.
150 See, e.g., Article 23 of the Proposal on Matrimonial Property Regimes.
A plurality of sources may need to be looked at for the purpose of answering this question\(^{151}\). Domestic law will normally play an important role in this respect. Both constitutional and infra-constitutional rules governing private relationships may be relevant, to the extent that they reflect the existence of «fundamental» principles of the legal system they belong to. International conventions, too, may be relevant, in particular those in the field of human rights, be they «regional» (such as the ECHR) or «universal» instruments (such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 16 December 1966)\(^{152}\). The same may be said of those rules of European Union law, as are conceived to ensure or reinforce the respect of fundamental rights in connection with personal status and family relationships.

Since the scope and content of the notion at hand depends on a combination of factors, public policy may vary from one country to the other and, within one country, from time to time.

While public policy reflects the identity of each legal system, the way in which the exception is actually applied by national authorities is, in principle, subject to scrutiny at the European level. The assumption reflects a well-settled case law of the Court of Justice\(^{153}\) and should be deemed to apply both in respect of rules for the recognition of foreign judgments, and in respect of rules dealing with conflict-of-laws issues.

### 82. As regards divorce and legal separation, public policy is traditionally understood to cover, in the Member States, mainly two substantive values: the right to obtain (divorce or) legal separation whenever life in common becomes intolerable to either of the spouses, and the equality of the spouses in respect of divorce and legal separation.

The protection of these values, as we have seen, is ensured in the first place under Article 10 of the Regulation. The latter provision is meant to «rectify» the operation of Article 5 and Article 8 of the Regulation, and should therefore come into play before the public policy exception may be resorted to. Public policy is in fact traditionally conceived as a device coming for consideration at the end of the «conflictual reasoning», after the applicable law has been designated. This means, it is submitted, that public policy, under Regulation No. 1259/2010, should normally perform a «residual» purpose, its practical relevance being confined to situations that cannot be addressed, or properly addressed, under Article 10. It is assumed that public policy exception may be used, for example, where the designated law, though not excluding the right to divorce altogether, does not allow the dissolution of marriage to any of the spouses in circumstances that, from the standpoint of the forum, make the preservation of matrimonial ties absolutely intolerable (\(e.g.,\) when acts of serious domestic abuse have been committed by one of the spouses). Article 12 should likewise be resorted to, for example, whenever, under the law designated pursuant to Article 5 or Article 8, spouses are discriminated on a ground other than sex.

### 83. Article 12 confines itself to allowing the court of a participating Member State to disregard the law designated by the relevant conflict-of-laws provision, whenever the described conditions are met. It does not say which law should be applied instead. The same situation may be found in the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations, too\(^{154}\).


\(^{152}\) Article 26 of the Covenant states that «[a]ll persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the law»; the law, it is added, «shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status». Under Article 23, paragraph 4, States parties «shall take appropriate steps to ensure equally of rights and responsibilities of spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution». The text and status of the Covenant are available at [http://treaties.un.org](http://treaties.un.org).


\(^{154}\) On this matter, see generally G. Bagioni, «Le conseguenze dell’incompatibilità della legge straniera con l’ordine pubblico nella Convenzione di Roma», *RDI*, 2003, p. 1089 et seq.
It is submitted that the issue regarding the «positive» consequences of the operation of the public policy exception should be decided, failing a uniform rule to this effect, in accordance with the rules followed in this respect in the forum.

Thus, for example, if divorce or legal separation proceedings are instituted in Italy, Article 16, paragraph 2, of the Italian Law of 31 May 1995 on Private International Law shall apply. The latter provision states that once it is established that the designated law cannot be applied on public policy grounds—the situation shall be deemed to be governed by the law designated through a different connecting factor, if any, applicable to the situation at stake; failing that, the lex fori shall apply. In practice, if the spouses have chosen under Article 5 the law of State X, and the application of the latter is manifestly incompatible with the Italian public policy, then the seized court should apply the law (possibly a foreign one) designated through Article 8 of the Regulation.

In any event, the application of the rules of the forum cannot frustrate the effet utile of the Regulation. It is submitted that a solution like the Italian one, whereby the substantive law of the forum is applied only as a last resort, would be in full conformity with the said requirement.

3. The possibility of disregarding the law designated by the Regulation whenever such law is at odds with the views of the lex fori as to the validity of the marriage in question

84. Under the heading «Differences in national law», Article 13 provides that nothing in Regulation No. 1259/2010 «shall oblige the courts of a participating Member State whose law (i) does not provide for divorce or (ii) does not deem the marriage in question valid for the purposes of divorce proceedings to pronounce a divorce» by virtue of the Regulation.

The provision aims to safeguard the core substantive values of the lex fori as regards marriage and divorce, whenever the application of the law designated pursuant to Article 5 and Article 8 of the Regulation would be at variance with the basic policies of the forum in two particular respects: the recognition of the right to divorce and the validity of marriage.

The political significance of the rule is clear. Member States, as we have seen, retain diverging views as to the way in which matrimonial relationships should, or could, be set up and dissolved. By envisaging the possibility of disregarding foreign law where particularly sensitive issues are at stake, the drafters of the Regulation pursued the goal of a wider participation to the uniform regime. At the same time, as a compromise solution between opposing national views, Article 13 significantly affects the degree of uniformity achieved by the Regulation and may thus be seen as decreasing, somehow paradoxically, the attractiveness of the new regime.

85. Since it alters the operation of the conflict-of-laws provisions set forth in the Regulation, Article 13 should be given a narrow reading. The approach towards this rule should basically be the same as the approach towards the public policy exception contemplated in Article 12. As a matter of fact, the two provisions have much in common: they both grant Member States the possibility of disregarding foreign law with a view to protecting the substantive values of the forum.

In a way, Article 13 may be seen as a specification of the public policy exception as regards the two aspects mentioned above. The purpose of this specification is twofold. On one side, the point is made clear for the avoidance of doubt that courts of participating Member States are entitled to deny divorce whenever the designated law is at odds with certain well determined domestic policies; this may of help for national courts (deciding public policy issues may be difficult and time consuming) and for the spouses seeking divorce (as long as they can chose where to bring their action under the relevant jurisdictional rules, they are somehow warned in advance of the existence of «unwelcoming» fora). On
the other side, the issue is settled at the outset that, although «national» public policy is generally subject to review at a supranational level\textsuperscript{157}, participating Member States are not in breach of the uniform rules if they disregard the designated law for the sake of protecting national policies regarding the two particular aspects mentioned above.

86. Article 13, as we have seen, refers to two situations. The first occurs where the law of the forum «does not provide for divorce». The expression employed corresponds (word by word, in some linguistic versions, including the French and the Italian ones) to the expression appearing in Article 10. It should thus be understood as referring to a legal order where divorce is denied on any ground.

Since Malta has introduced divorce in its legislation\textsuperscript{158}, the practical importance of this part of Article 13 is reduced to none, at least as far as heterosexual couples are concerned\textsuperscript{159}.

87. The second situation contemplated in Article 13 occurs where the law of the forum «does not deem the marriage in question valid for the purposes of divorce proceedings». Issues relating to the validity of marriage, as we have seen, fall outside the material scope of application of Regulation No. 1259/2010. However, since the dissolution and the loosening of matrimonial ties imply (logically, if not legally) that the seized court somehow takes a stand as to the existence and the validity of those ties, the point is made clear that no such standing must not be taken under the Regulation, if this doing so is intolerable in the forum’s view.

It is assumed that the provision will apply, in particular, in those participating Member States, like Italy, where same-sex marriages are deemed to be invalid, whenever a petition for divorce as regards a marriage of this kind is sought. It is doubtful whether other, less politically sensitive, grounds for invalidity might justify the application of Article 13: since a narrow reading must be adopted, the provision in question should not prevent the courts of a participating Member State to pronounce a divorce under the law designated by the relevant conflict-of-laws provision, where the marriage in question is deemed to be invalid for a reason other than those amounting to public policy.

As mentioned, Article 13, far from prescribing that the designated law be disregarded, allows participating Member States not to grant divorce whenever the said conditions are met.

It is further worth noting in this respect that Article 13 textually envisages nothing more than the possibility not to «pronounce a divorce» under the described circumstances («prononcer un divorce»; «emettere una decisione di divorzio»; «pronunciar una sentencia de divorcio»; «eine Ehescheidung … auszusprechen»). Hence, at least in the face of it, Article 13 should not prevent the courts of a participating Member State like Italy to decide under Belgian law, for example, the merits of a petition for divorce in respect of a homosexual couple, as long as the conclusion is reached that divorce cannot be granted in the circumstances because, say, the conditions laid down to this effect under Belgian law are not met.

88. Article 13, just like Article 12, does not state which law should apply whenever the designated law is disregarded thereunder. It is argued that the same solution adopted in respect of the public policy exception should be followed here, too.

89. As with all others rules allowing the preservation of areas of non-uniformity within the supranational regime on the law applicable to divorce and legal separation, the existence of Article 13 results in the rules of jurisdiction becoming \textit{de facto} decisive for the purpose of determining whether divorce may be obtained or not: seizing the courts of a participating Member State whose law deems the marriage in question to be invalid will (likely) result in the petition being denied.

If jurisdiction, in the circumstances, lies with the courts of only one State, this would result in

\textsuperscript{157} See supra, § 81.

\textsuperscript{158} See supra, § 3.

\textsuperscript{159} In the participating that do not allow same-sex marriages, the dissolution of the latter should normally come for consideration under the second part of Article 13, as explained in the following paragraph. The distinction, in any case, has little or no practical importance, since the two situations in question entail the same legal consequences.
matrimonial ties being *de facto* impossible to dissolve. In view of this, the Council, at the moment of adopting Regulation No. 1259/2010, formally invited the Commission to «submit at its earliest convenience … a proposal for the amendment of Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 with the aim of providing a forum in those cases where the courts that have jurisdiction are all situated in Member States whose law either does not provide for divorce or does not deem the marriage in question valid for the purposes of divorce proceedings (*forum necessitatis*)».160

XI. The scope of the *lex divortii*

90. Contrary to the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations, where the issue is dealt with by a specific provision (Article 12 and Article 15, respectively), Regulation No. 1259/2010 does not define explicitly the scope of the law designated by the relevant conflict-of-laws rules, *i.e.* the issues that must be decided in accordance with the *lex divortii*.

Since the material scope of application of Regulation No. 1259/2010 is confined to the dissolution or loosening of matrimonial ties, it is to be assumed that only a limited range of issues are actually governed by the law in question.

There is little doubt, in this respect, that it is for the law designated through the Regulation to determine on which grounds divorce or legal separation may be granted, *e.g.* whether prior separation is required as a condition for divorce, and—assuming that separation is needed—what consequences derive from a temporary reconciliation of the spouses.

91. It is similarly for the law designated by the Regulation —it is argued— to determine whether an inquiry may be carried out to determine if either of the spouses has contributed to the breakdown of marriage (*e.g.* by committing adultery).

Indeed, the decision on «fault» issues may have a bearing on situations falling outside the material scope of application of Regulation No. 1259/2010, such as maintenance obligations or succession rights. Yet, since the idea of a fault is closely related, as such, to the idea of «crisis» in the relationship between the spouses, it is reasonable to assume that one and the same law should determine whether divorce should be granted or not, and whether the fault of one or both spouses should be part of the picture. It should be added that, with respect to maintenance obligations, the uniform rules presently regulating conflict-of-laws issues in Europe, *i.e.* the rules of the Hague Protocol, do not purport to regulate the basic substantive relationship whereby a person is entitled to claim maintenance from another: hence, it is not for the law designated by the Protocol to determine whether an ex-spouse, having contributed to the breakdown of marriage, may nevertheless claim maintenance from the other spouse161. Thus, «extending» the reach of the *lex divortii* to the said issue would not be detrimental to the Protocol.

The fact that the *lex divortii* should determine whether an inquiry must be carried out in respect of the issue of fault, does not imply that all aspects of fault should be assessed in accordance with that law. Since a «fault» consists in the breach of one or more duties arising out of marriage, it is for the law governing the personal relationship of the spouses to identify the scope and content of the relevant duties162. The proposed reading, it is conceded, may result in practical difficulties and possibly inconsistencies as to the substantive regulation of the relevant facts. Such an unfortunate outcome, however, is a by-product of the fragmentation and lack of completeness of the body of rules presently governing conflict-of-laws issues in Europe in this area.

---


161 See further, on the scope of the law applicable to maintenance obligations, Article 11 of the Hague Protocol.

162 *A fortiori*, the law designated by Regulation No. 1259/2010 should be deemed *not* to govern the issue of whether the breach of the said duties may result in some form of liability on the part of the wrongdoer, thus entitling the other spouse to claim damages. By the way, the «Rome II» Regulation seems to be equally inapplicable, since, under Article 1, paragraph 2, lit. *a*, «non-contractual obligations arising out of family relationships» are explicitly excluded from its material scope of application.
92. The question further arises as to whether the law designated by Regulation No. 1259/2010 in order to govern divorce or legal separation should also govern issues relating to evidence. The Regulation is silent on the subject.

Inspiration may be drawn from the solutions explicitly adopted in this respect in the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations, since a close relationship, as we have seen, is generally deemed to exist between the three instruments. The «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations, while stating that issues regarding «evidence and procedure» fall outside their scope of application (Article 1, paragraph 3, of the two acts), clarify that the law designated by the respective conflict-of-laws provisions shall also apply to the extent that, as far as contractual and non-contractual obligations are concerned, «it contains rules which raise presumptions of law or determine the burden of proof» (Article 18, paragraph 1, of the «Rome I» Regulation; Article 22, paragraph 1, of the «Rome II» Regulation).

It is submitted that a common understanding exists in the field of judicial cooperation in civil matters in Europe as to the fact that rules raising presumptions of law and rules determining the burden of proof address substantial, as opposed to procedural, issues, and should therefore be decided in accordance with the lex causae. Based on this assumption, the solution set forth in the «Rome I» and «Rome II» Regulations, should be followed mutatis mutandis for matters regarding divorce and legal separation.

XII. Concluding remarks

93. Regulation No. 1259/2010 represents the outcome of an ambitious project, touching an area of private international law where little or no precedents of cooperation exist, either in Europe or elsewhere. In this respect, it is a remarkable achievement.

The new instrument is possibly the most striking expression, so far, of «differentiated integration» among the Member States of the European Union.

Differentiation may be viewed, here, either as a fatal danger for the unity of European Union law or as a pragmatic response to the challenges posed by the construction of an «area of freedom security and justice» in Europe. Time will tell which of these views provides the most accurate account of the present stage of development of European Union law as far as judicial cooperation is concerned.

What can be said as of now is that, in reality, to some degree, differentiation has always existed within the private international law of the European Union. The special «opt-out» and «opt-in» regimes provided for by the Treaties in order to accommodate the needs of Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom, show that full uniformity has never been perceived as an absolute necessity in this area. The two Regulations adopted in 2009 establishing a procedure for the negotiation and conclusion of agreements between Member States and third countries on various sectors of private international law163, confirm that Member States are keen on preserving a role as (relatively) independent actors, alongside the Union, in this area, thus multiplying the levels at which judicial cooperation is carried out and enhancing the diversification of the overall picture.

No doubt, enhanced cooperation brings the degree of differentiation significantly further. Yet, in light of the foregoing, the problem today is not (anymore) whether differentiation, as such, is a good option or not, but whether, and by which means, the complexity of the resulting body of rules may be properly «managed».

94. The task, as far as Regulation No. 1259/2010 is concerned, is probably more difficult than it could have been. At least two reasons explain why things are so.

---

(i) By allowing participating Member States to supplement the uniform regime in some practically important respects (the additional formal requirements of choice of law agreements, the «treatment» of dual nationals, the «positive» consequences of the public policy exception etc.), the drafters have somehow open an «internal» front of differentiation (i.e. among participating Member States), alongside the existing (and almost inevitable) «external» one, i.e. the line drawn between the participating Member States, on one side, and the non participating Member States on the other.

(ii) A certain number of technical issues, it is submitted, might have been the object of explicit solutions. Besides, some of the solutions elaborated by the drafters might need to be reconsidered in due course, in light of the practical experience that the Participating Member States will develop over the next few years. A clarification, for example, could be useful concerning the way in which stateless persons and refugees should be treated whenever nationality is employed as a connecting factor, while a reconsideration might be sought as regards the rule on «territorial» conflicts of law whenever nationality is at stake.

95. The said shortcomings may be dealt with and possibly minimized, it is submitted, by resorting to two institutional devices, or strategies, capable of enhancing the «quality» of application of uniform rules and «ordering» —to a certain extent— the complexity of the existing body of rules governing judicial cooperation.

The first of these devices is the «centralized» interpretive function of the Court of Justice under Article 267 of the TFEU. The role of the Court has been particularly important in respect of the «Brussels II bis» Regulation, thanks inter alia to the opportunity granted to national jurisdictions to take more fully advantage of the dialogue with the Court, following the introduction of the urgent preliminary reference procedure for matters relating to the area of freedom, security and justice, under Article 104 b of the Rules of Procedure, and the suppression, by the Treaty of Lisbon, of the obstacles restricting the access to the Court, previously contemplated in Article 68 of the Treaty establishing the European Community.

The second strategy is represented by the inter-institutional dialogue among Member States that the European Judicial Network in Civil and Commercial Matters is committed to foster. The Network, as far as Regulation No. 1259/2010 is concerned, might provide a threefold contribution: (i) by playing an active role in the information on foreign law, the Network could make it easier for the courts of participating Member States to cope with the difficulties inherent to the possible application (e.g., by virtue of choice of law agreements) of foreign law in a sensitive and often technically complicated area such as divorce; (ii) by favouring the development and the exchange of good practices as regards the application of the Regulation, the Network may help elaborating interpretive solutions in order to overcome some of the technical difficulties mentioned above; (iii) finally, by relying in particular on the work of its «new» members —i.e. «the professional associations representing, at national level in the Member States, legal practitioners directly involved in the application of Community and international instruments concerning judicial cooperation in civil and commercial matters»— the Network may give an important contribution to disseminating among the public a practical knowledge of Regulation No. 1259/2010. This would be useful, in particular, with a view to promoting an informed and effective exercise of the autonomy provided for by Article 5.

While the role of the Network cannot be overstated and the Court of Justice might need years before it may provide a significant contribution to the interpretation of the new rules, it is submitted that the promotion of a culture of judicial cooperation represents, in the long term, one of the most efficient means by which a somehow «fragile» instrument such as Regulation No. 1259/2010 may be reinforced ad properly applied in the participating Member States.

---

164 See supra, § 13.

165 Under Article 10, paragraph 1, lit. c, of Decision 2001/470, as amended, the Networks contact points should, inter alia, «identify best practices in judicial cooperation in civil and commercial matters and ensure that relevant information is disseminated within the Network».

166 Article 2, paragraph 1, lit. e, of Decision 2001/470, as amended.